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The report is divided into four sections: a) literature review; b) specification of
risk factors; c) preliminary assessment of Indian Health Service Community Injury Control
(eIC) activil.:les and; d) recommendations for future program direction.
The literature review revealed no substantial differences in injury mortality rates
between low inco~e, rural areas in the U.S. and the Native Americans. Conclusions about
alcohol use among this group revealed little credible evidence regarding incidents leading
to injury. There is little literature that compares injury factors of Native P~ericans
to the general population.
A preliminary evaluation of the injury control program effectiveness was undertaken b
examining correlation of chapges in particular injuries in populations with activities
that could be considered possibly affecting those injury rates. The analysis reve4ls that
signiff.cant decreases in hospitalizations for falls, motor vehicles. and purposely
inflicted injuries occurred in the period of time from F'i 1980-1984. This con-elates '.nth
the increased level of IUS CIe activities.
The primary recommendation was to use better targeting of injury control
i~tervent~ons through the use of supplemental data forms for severe injuries.
These forms
were dE!velope.d 83 part of the stud}'. Sufficient information should be obt&ined frolA this
data in necessary detail to develop a CIe progrsm.
17.
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EPIDE~IOLOGICAL ASSESS!".E~n

0: TnE CmITRIBUTI~G FACTORS OF
INJURY MORTALITY AND MORBIDITY A."l0:-::; NATIVE A."'£RICl,;JS

Executive

Sur.~ary

Literature Revie,:. For at least two decades, mortality from
injury among Native Americans per popUlation was about t~ice that
of the population generally. In the late 19705, the Native
Amarican fatality rate was especially high for injury frG~ motor
vehicles, drmming, fire and smoke, excessl'\'e cold, firearms, and
assault. The ""hite nortality rates were higher onl.y in t.he case
of falls and suicides. As ~ortality from infectious diseases
declined, the prominQnce of L~juries as a ~ajor cause of
mortality and morbidity became even more evident.
The research literature does not provide an explanation for
these di!ferences in Sufficient detail to be useful for the
design of injury control progra~s directed at specific risk
factors. Native American injury mortality rates are not much
greater than those for populations in rural areas with low
incomes generally. If means to reduce injury to !~a·tive Ar:Iericans
can be d::-monstrated scientifically, the applicaticns t.o other
populations would likely be ef:icac~~us as well.
There is a substantial literature on alcohol use among Native
Americans, but little credible evider:ce regarding the involver::c:l.t
of alcohol in incidents leading to in~ury. Subjective jUdgments
of alcohol involvement by police have been repeatedly shmm to De
highly inaccurate when eompared to measurement of alcohol in
body tissues by precise and accurate methods. ~~ile it ~~uld be
foolish to dismiss alcohol as a contributinJ factor, it probably
does not contribute as much to the proble.-n as claims of alcohol
invol,rement based on stereotyped charucterizatio~s of £lcohol use
by Native Americans vc~~d suggest. Self-reported total Qbstinance
from alcohol is t'dce as tdgh among Native 1.r.lericans as a..~ong
whites. ~~ong navy personnel, Native k~ricans "ere hospitalized
for alcoholism three times as often as ~hites, but their
hospitalizations for U1jury were slightly less than thoe€! of
whites. ~~en the environments of Native ~eric~~s and vhites are
similar, th~ir injury rates are similar.

•

Injury control car. be considered analogo~s to inf~ctious
disease control. The agent of injury is too much or too little
energy exchange with the h~~an organism relative to the
organism's resilience. The energy that severely injures is
usually delivered by vehicle3 such as motor vehicles, guns,
flarn:nable materials, ccnt.'entrations of vater, or by vectors such
as human beings and animals. Traditional injury control efforts,
in contrast to those aimed at infectious diseases, concentrated
almost ~~clusively on changing the behavior of the human vectors.
!'1ore recently, several injury control efforts ai:ned at the energy
mld the vehicles that convey it to hunan hosts have proved
successful.
Teclmical strategies for injury control include prevention or
iii

reduction of the concentration of harmful a~ounts of energy,
of t~e release of concentrated enerav or modification
the rate of release or spat:al distribution-relative to
vulnerable po?ulations. Da~aging e~ergy concentrations or their
conveying vehicles can be separated from popUlations in space,
time, or by physical barriers. Basic qualities of the energy can
be chi'ln~ad to r..ake it less hazar-o.m::; and some chanqes in
potential hosts to increase resilience are possible. In the ev~~t
of injury, bott. short and long-term adverse consequences can be
reduced by ~~ergency medical ~nd rehabilitative syst~~s.
oreven~ion

of

~~e effect of an injury control program vill depend on the
identification of one or rn:>re of these technical strategies that
is acceptable L~ the political, cultural, and economic
environnent. In general, ~odifications of the energy that do not
reouire chances in individual behavior are more effective than
atte:!lpts to change each individual's behavior. Just as the
pasteurization of nilk to eli~inate biological pathogens before
it reac~es the user is more effective than persuading every use~
to heat the r.~lk, ~odi:ications of energy and energy vehicles to
reducp. concent.rations o! danaging energy is the most success=ul
approach.
h~ere be~avior change is necessary, laws or adMinistrative
rules requiring t~e behavior change are more effective than
education or other for~s o~ p~r5uasion. This is particularly true
.hen the behavior is easily visible to law enforcement o!ficers.
such as belt use or motorcycle helmet use. h'here behavior is not
so easily observable, au;~entation of enforcement by those in the
co~~~~ity ij a position to do so is an important factor, such as
d<."nial of use o! T:lotor vehicJ.ej to underaged drivers and denial
of sale of alco~ol to u11deraged drinkers.
chan~e strategies are those
at behQviors that require only a single or infrequent
effort, rather t,hnn dC\ily behav·ior. For example, persuadijg
people to obtai~ and install s~oke detectors is much easier than
persuading L~~ to use eeat belts. In some inst~cos,
particularly the perception of and reaction to n:otion, t.'tte hu.rr.an
organ:isr.l is i.:'lcap21hle of processing in!orrnatiou. and responding in
the amo~~t of t:~e necessary to avoid disaster in certain
situations.

The more successful behavior

ai~d

Risk Factors. There is little literature that provides a
guidp to 'Whether t.he ri~k factors for injury to Niltive Americans
are the sa~ as in the general popUlation, but mora frequent or
concentrated, or are di:ferent in some ways. Several hypotheses
can be generated that could ~xplain the higher rates. but the
available data is inSUfficient to confirm or reject th~rn. For
exn.~ple, motor vehicle deaths are probably higher aIr-ong r';ative
~~ericans t~an uhites for severcl reasons: 1. 1ney drive older
vehicles that are covered by fe~r of the motor v~hicle sa~ety
standards. 2. 7hey :c,ore often dri ve piCkUp trucks that ,,·ere not
covered by federal safety stanjards until a decade after cars and
those not covered vill be in use longer. 3. Because of inadequate
iT

incomes, vehicles are less well maintai~ed. 4. The roads on ~hich
Native A::nericans drive are disproportionately t'lo"o-laned rural
roads ~i~~ no shoulder, fe'lo" guardrails, dropoffs to the side, and
poor or ~o marking and lighting.
The kno...rn riSk factors for other ty~s of injury,·· beyond
simple denographics and a few specific ~at~rials and products,
are le~s w~ll kno~~ than for motor vehicles in the popul~tion
gener~lly· or Native ~~erican5 in particular. Tne c?porta~ity ~o
specify riSk factors in more detail is available to the Indi~~
Health Service (IRS) because of the access to both outpatient and
inpatient records.
Identifying Vulnerable Populations. Using IRS clinic records
from three v~dely separated areas, the extent to which persons at
greater riSk of injury could be predicted from prior clinic
visits ~as studied. The rationale for the study was based on the
assumptions that illness and stress increase the i~pai~nts
and distractic:ns tbat increase the probability of injury, b:.lt it
is impossible to continuously monitor a population for transient
states of stress or illness. The use of medical facilities is a
form of self-~cnitoring that could be useful in identifying nore
VUlnerable populations.
With the excention of children less than five years old, r.~st
prior S)~pto~ are not predictive of injury. Thousands of false
positives (injury predicted but did no~ occur) and false
negatives (injury with no prior S)~ptons) are found even in those
cases ~here a prior diagnosis, such as alcoholis~, indicates a
so:ne....hat higher riSk of injury. Ar.Iong young children, a small
group, ~any ~ith nultiple diagnoses, were found to be ~t high
riSk of injury ~ithin a year of anyone of the diagnoses.
The high risk diagnoses included venereal diseases,
diabetes, endocrine problems, organic brain s)~dro~~, psychosis,
alcoholis~, gJ~ecological problems, and environmental proble~.
About 79 percent of the 228 children in this group had a
diagnosis of alcoholism, presumably fetal alcohol syndrome. rlliile
11 percent of the males and S7 percent of the females identified
by one or more of the diagnoses had an injury visit within a
year, Most of the total injuries (89 percent) in that age group
occurred to children vithout any of these diagnoses. Thus, Clinic
personnel should be avare that children ~ith the specified
din~loses are at great riSk of injury (most often falls), but
concentration of a large proportion of the injury control program
on these cruldren would leave the vast ~ajority o~ these that
will be inj~ed ~~protected.
Evaluation o~ Injury Control Efforts. Beginning in 1981, the
Indian Health Service increased its injury control ~ctivities.
Enviro~~ental health officers were given the responsibility for
organizing interdisciplinary Community Injury Control (Cre)
committees in most service units. These co~~ttees ~et to
conside~ priorities and develop activities directed to injury
reduction.
v

A preli.!!'linary evaluatio."'l of the injury control activities ....as
undertaken by exa~ining correlations of changes in particular
injuries in populations served by particular service units vith
activities that could b~ considered as possibly affecting those
injury rates. Data on activities were obtained by a survey of
Draa a"'lviron~ental health personnel, most of whol'!'l provided counts
of n~~rs of persons trained or equipment distributed in each
service unit. 'the data on hospitali:z.ations an':i cli.!1ic visits for
injury ~ere provided on computer tapes. ~ortality data for 1983
84 are not yet available. from the Center for :iealth Statistics
~nd, therefore, changes in mortality vere not studied.
Tbe type and frequency of activities varied videly arno~g
service units. ~ost of the activities were devoted to training
people in various aspects of safety, but more recently
distribution of safety equipment such as child restraints, sl'!'loke
detectors, and fire extinguishers has increased. The c~~ulated
average populatio~ trnined or equipment distributea for each type
of injury had reached o~ly a few percent o~ the population by
1964.

The analysis indicates that reductions in hospi~alizatin~
rates for falls vere associated vith trai...ing in general safety,
recreational safety, and first aid. Although hospitalizations
from ~otor vehicles and assaults also declined, the reduction was
not significantly associated vith relevant activities of the C!C
prcgra.~.s. Suici.de atte::lpts ....ere lovered ~ore in service units
with greater fire safety training. A fev ~raining activities ~ere
associated vith greater than ex?ected hospitalizations -- poison
prevention in relation to att~~pt~d 5uicides, occupatio.. .al safety
and C?R in relation to falls. It is conceivable that people
leaned how to harm the1"'~elves, in:'he case of "poi::on
prevention", or beCZlme overconfident as a result of the other
traininq. rne data ~re inSUfficiently detailed to support or
reject these possible explanations.
~o

Substantial reductions in hospi taliz/ltions OCC1.U"I·c,d from 1930
1984 -- motor vehicle injuries by 45 p~rcent, assaults by 36

percent, and falls by 29 percent. Dec~use of the small proportion
of the popUlation reached by the de:nons~rably effective aspects
of the ere progra::-s, all of this reduction cannot be attrit·uted
to those activities. Other factors such as junking of ve:ticl~s
that did not f'leet federal safety standards, i!:1proved e.:nar;:wncy
medical services, alcohol abuse progra~s, and the like, probably
share in the succcss, but data are inadequate to specify to ~nat
extent.

..
~.

Some of the activities, such as child restraint ~se, are
to be effective, but the injuries t~'a~d ~hich they ~ere
directed vere too infrequent in thiG po~ulation to jUdg2 the
ef~icacY of child restraint distribution. D1e data on Clinic
visits vere too often classified as ~othcrN under c~use of injury
so the extent of the effect of speci:ic pro~rans on speci~ic
injury rates cannot be estimated.

kno~~

In many cases, ho¥e'~r, the results are not surprising.
Training people in ~otor ve~cle sa~ety in oeneral and defensive
d::i ving in particular j;as b~en shm·m in cont.rolled experi~.en't.s to
be ineffective in reducl-"1g ccter vehicle injuries. Even i f
training progr~~ \~~re nore eff~c~ive. it would take a generation
to train the populaticn at present rates, not counting the ne~
gan~r.atj em, tJm,t. \t"C'.ttd

detractina from the

:x?

h:)r:'! c.u:dng t.h:lt ti~~. \.\'i thout
success th~s ~~r, i~ is c~vio~~ that

& more
carefully - ta:C'getea effort ,"ould likely b~ more succesnful.
Recorr~nendatic~s. The ~ost succes~ful injur)' control progra~s
historic~11y h~ve isolat~d ~~sc~~ic ~gents and vehicles that
contribute to sp~'Cific tyP€~ of injuri0s and directed programs

toward the modification of those hazards. Unfortunately, although
IHS data are rnO~8 co~pl~te ~ben for otller co~unities in the
u. S., th2Y do not cont.ain su!ficicmt detail for prcci!!E'ly
targeted injury control. 70 alleviate this proble~, supple~ental
data forr.s are included in ~hi5 revort vhich can be usad to
obtain clat~ in the necessary detail. Separa~e iorr.s are included
for falls, motor vehicle 1njuriGs, clro~nings, fire and 6~oke,
assaults, suicide ~tte~?ts, a~d a ~cre gan~ral £onn for the
miscellaneous other serious i~jurieJ.
.

should be concentrated on
wuch tiffie and e~ergy can be
cuts and bruises ",,:tile
are neglected. It is
da~a for~ be completed on

Initially, at least, attention
L,juries selected by severi~y. T~o
depleted trying to pre;'c-,t t.rivial
injuries that kill and h05~itnlize

recommended that the sU??l~~tal
all fatal Cl.l1d hospitali::e~ cases, but only en CL"nbulc.'CorJ' cases
thnt involve fractures or loss of consciousr.~ss. Perhaos ~hen the
more severe inj\.\ries have "en brought u..'1de~· greater cOntrol. a
vider net can L~ cast.
Collection of data 0:1 t.hese severe lnjQ'!'i,,~s during the
previous year or so in Q given ncrvice area should give the
Co~~unity Injury Control co~~tt~~ a goed detail~dpicturo of the
typ',ts and ci~cu.'ti~t.r,n::es of L,jury 'i:hat e·::mt.r:tbut~ most. to the
proble.-n. B'f ~orti:".g th", f o::r..s by plcces ",no circur.:star.c0s,
problom h~z~rds ~nd probl~~ locatio~s ~hould be @vident. The
fo:IT'..5 al~,o contain a ) l!::t. o~ po!;sible actions that cO'..lld be taken
~nd t\ pla.ce !for r0co:·:':-i.'£.=:;'I.:;~j actlc~ and follo;.,'Up. Previous
exrAtrif'.n.'::a i.'1 L"'1jury i.;:-;"<':;~igtl(>;.ion .mo C'Ontrol su~ge~a,:; thut· the
L'ljuriG:s are usually rci\~:-,ly pilt.terned. Idcntifico:tio.'1. (;If t..liose
patterns and d:'rection Of co\:m:<?r.;,£'n$ur~s at $peci!ic ta::-get.s is
the first ;c;tep to<r.lrC a ~ore t:iffc::~~c,i"·e and efficient pr.0Jram.

",..
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Follovi~g sUbstGntial d~clines in infectious di$~as~s, in
rt"cent decades injurit>5 ~a:'":~ th~ leading cause o~ deaths d!':'tong
thE" r;ath'e A~ericl!n POPUll!tion, including the !ndia.~s i~ th(>
lOlier 48 otates and Alasklll's natin? p0i-?ulat.ions (Bro'''7l, et al.,
1970). In 19'7-79, the deaths fro:"' uni:nent.io:lal ~njury per
100,000 population among ~~tive ~~eriC'ans ~as shout twice as hi9~
as that of the vhite or blac~ populations. Suicides ~~re ac~ut
the ga~ per capita as t!~~~hite populdtion and ho~icidos vere
higher t.han t.he" "hi t.e pcpulatioll, but lO'lJer t.han the black
population (Baker, O'Neill, and Karp!, 198~). Tnese rates are not
ag(' adjusted, Ci.nd the;> r'nt.i'·e Mlericll:l popUlation has
proportion8tely~ore children and young people th~t have highEtr
rates of most types of injury, but. it is unlikely thet an age
adjustment ~~uld substantially explain the large di!!erence in
unintentional injury deat~5.
T~is revie~ of the lit~ratur~ is di,·ided into !o~r sect:o~s:
epide~iolo;y, th~ alcohol factor, injury control strategies, a~d
program evaluatio:ls. There arEt fe~ ~pioemiological studies. ~ore
detailed ppide~iolo;ical york ~it.h a greater variation of
geography and cultural ~ac~;round is needed. ~uch has been
vritt~n about alcohol probl~~s 800ng ~ative Americans, but actual

elcohol concentrations o! persons injured or involved jn injury
events have not been obtai:led in ~dequate samples to docu~nt
!i~ly t.he involve~ent b~ alcohol. The possibility that
.
stereotypes have influ~nced investigators is st.reng in ~~ny
cases. One !ir~ conclusion that e~eraes fran the alcohol
literature is that th~re is larg~ variation in alcohol use a~ong
Native Ar.~rican6 vith di!fering cultural and other experi~ntial
backgrounds.
Th~ t.hird s~ction outlin~s current thinkin~ regarding
!U'ialyzis of optio:ns !or injury control :'dna C'.dt:.eri~ for program
selection. Very little rcse~rch on t~e e!fects of injury centrol
progr~~s directed at the probl~~ c~ng ~at.ive Americans is
a\~ilable. Th~ fin&l sectio:l deals not only with that. litera~ure,
but al~o the general lit.erature that. discusses principles o!
effective and ineff~ctive appro~ches.

Epider.!iologJ'
There is very little pUblished literat.ure that correlates
injUl'ies to riSk !~ctors among Nati~~ ~~ericans. Tne ~ajor
categories of injury deat.hs per 100.000 populat.ion, co~parej to
the' vhite and blac~t populat.ions during 1977-79, are presente-d in
':'able 1. ~otor vehicles account. for ~ore than half t.he deaths.
1

'

...

2

/

I

I

with major contributions from drowning, fires, and excessive
exposure to cold. ~~e Native American death rate is much larger
than that for whites' in every category of unintentional injuries
e>:cept falls. ~~e proportionately larger elderly population, in
which falls ta~d to be higher, probably accounts for the higher
rate from falls among whites.
Despite tilese large differences at the aggregate level, the
death rates ar~ not so very different from th~ population as ~

whole when geographic location and income are taken into account.
The ~'lintG.l''ltiC'_
..al injury death riltc ~r 100,000 popu.lation ;'lllong
the populat;io..'1'\ as a whole in rural I'l'mote areas is 74.6 compared
to 91.7 ~~g Native Aroaricans. similarly, the unintentional
injury death ra~e for the general population with per capita
incomes in 1977-79 of less than $3000 ~s 71.5 (Baker, O'Neill
arld Karpf, 1984). The average per capita income of Native
Americans in rural areas, according to the 1980 Census, was
$3562, and this estL~te is ske~ed up_~rd by a small proportion
of the Native Americ~~ population with higher incomes. In
exploring risk f«ctors for severe injury among Native ~~ericans,
it is likely that one is largely seeking explanations for severe
injury among people .~th lov incomes in rural areas generally.
The very limited epidemiological literature on injury among
Native }~ericans is usually oescriptive at too aggregated a lev~l
to provide very sF~ific targets for programs. Each study is
confined to a specific tribe. There has been little e>~loration
of variation among tribes.
In a study of energency room records, outpatient records, and
hospitalizations on the Navajo Reservatio."1 in 'the 19605, Bro...- n et
ale (1970) re~orteo age and sex distributions and injUl1' rates by
certain catC':::J-.ories of causation and clinical nature of the
injury. There was surprisingly little V?riatto.\'l in injury rates
by age -- the range for both sexes varied from. 34 to 46 per 1000
population ~ong various age gLOUpingS. Av~rage rates for males
vera about. brice t.hat for femnles. F~ls accounted for 20 percent
of the injuries foll~ed closely by pedestrians struck by ~otor
vehicles -- 19 percent. An additional 12 per~ent involved euttL'"tg
or piercing o~jc=ts with the remainder scattered over a variety
Of cal\s~s, no..e of which exceeded 5 percent. In contrast, 48
p~r~'"\t Of de~ths vere pedestrians struck by motor vehicles, 13
percent were drownings, 12 percent vere in fires and 10 percent
died from exposure to cold _~ather. obviou~ly many of the people
vho died did not reach Clinical facilities before deatl,.
In an analysis of leading causes of death among the Navajo,
Carr and l~e (1978) suggest that an accumulation of 30,000 miles
per year on a motor ~~p~cle is not knusual on the reservation
because of the oreat distances that must be traver::;ed. Nanv
rO:tds are unpaved u."ld dangerous ....hen \let. or iced. The study did
not inClude any correlations among mileage accwnulated, rOad
conditions, or remot~,ess from medical care and other possible
factors to ~otor velucle deaths, hcvever.
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A recent study (Simpson, et al., 1983) of hospital admissions
and fatalities from injury, including assaults and suicide
atta~pts, on the Hopi Reservation found a rate of 12 per 1000
persons per year. Hospital days per case averaged 7.4 with a
media~ of 3 days. Moto; vehicles accounted for 19 percen~ of
total cases and 31 percent of deaths. Falls .~re 20 per cent of
all cases and 15 percent of deaths. Seventeen ~rcent of cases
were suicide attempts, but 38 percent of deaths ~ere suicides.
Local area officp.e of the Indi~~,Health Service have been
assembling data to augment the coa~~~ity Inju-~ Control P~ogrQ~~.
Data from the Bemidji Program Area, for example, found a
medically treated injury rate of 432 per thousand population in
1976 and 350 per thousand population in 1981 (Office of
Operations Research, no dQte). Not accounti!lQ for repeated injury
in the same person, this means that about 1 i~ three persons on
the reservations involved in the study vas injured 6ufficien~ly
to seek medical treatment in 1981. The leading causes of injury
and the rates in 1981 were falls - 130, cutting and piercing
objects - 47, Motor vehicles - 23, animal related - 10.

,,,
v
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These studies, considered toge~~er, illustrate principles in
injury epidemiology. The rates for cause of i~jury vary
substantially depending on the degree of severity considered. For
example, rno~or vehicles are prominent as a cause of death and
hospitalization but are substantially less so when ambulatory
cases are included. Traditional coding syst~s do not give
SUfficient detail about most injuries to discern the
cir~~~stances that could be changed to reduce incidence or
severity.
A few additional studies have considered suicide and homicide
in Native American populations. Although crude suicide rates
among Nati~~ Americans are similar to those a~ong whites, the age
distributions of those involved are markedly different. In
research done in the 19605, suicid~ completions among Native
~~ericans occurred mainly among persons aged 15 to 35 (63
percent) while the bulk of the suicides for all races occurred to
persons older than 34 (75 percent). ~~e suicides among the young
Native ~~ericans were said to result from ~cultural conflict,
and resultant breakdob~ of old value systems· but no evidence to
support that assertion was presented (Ogden, et al., 19iO). The
same study noted that homicide among Native ~~ric~,s is higher
than that in the general population, but the age distribution of
those who die by homicide is more in parallel with that of
h~~icidcs in the total U.S. population. I~ there are broadly
general causes for these rates, it is not at all clear vhy the
age distributions for homicide and suicide are so similar in the
Native American population and so different in the total
popUlation.
Shore (1975) indicates a fifteen-fold variation in suicide
rates among tribes. He and others note that, a~ong tribes with
smal.1er populations, the rates vary considerably from year to
year because a few cases inordinately effect the rates of groups
4
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.ith a small population base (~clntosh a~d Santos, 1981).
Evidence in this and other studies (Kost-Grant, 1983) suggests
that suicide att~~ts appear as point epid~~ics) in so~e groups,
at least, a completed att~~pt will be followed by others. In one
i~stance, Shore noted 13 attempts in 14 days fOllowing a suicidal
death of a person while jaile~.

"

A study of fatalities ~~ong Indians in Canada in the mid
1970s included interviews by native interviewers with survivors
at the scene or surviving relatives. Remarkably, more than half
of the fatalities occurred in pai:s or great.er numbers at the
sa-~ time and place. These multiple deatr£ occurred mainly in
fires, motor vehicles (inclUding pedestrians), and homicides. In
42 of 56 cases of death from uninte~tional injury, alcohol was
measured in blood. 1~e distributions of clood alcohol
concentrations were not presented, but the authors noted that all
but two vere above 0.08 percent by veight, the legal limit for
driving in Canada (Jarvis and Boldt, 1982). This is the only
study found in Yhich alcohol .~s actually measured in a complete
series of cases. In the u.s. studi~s of alcohol use by Native
Americans, alcohol use is usually inferred from smell,
appearance, self-report, etc. by police or Clinicians.
The Alcohol Factor
since alcohol has been repeatedly implicated as a causal
it is not surprising that it should be
It should be ~~phasized, however, that
incidence of injury is much less related to alcohol than severity
L~d that ~~phasi5 on a single cause, such as alcohol, may he
co~~terproductive. In the case of Native Americans, thE pattern
and plClces of alcohol use has result.ed in a tendency for many
people to ass~~e, at least in casual conversations with the
writer and in more than a little of the literature, that the
excess of injuries among ~ative Arn2ricans is almost totally
the result of haa'7 use of alcohol. TI~are is simply no objective
evidence that such is the case.
.

~actor in severe injuries,
so ~~ong Native &~erican~.

Although none of the studies were done in Native American
populations, alcohol has b2en most thoroug~y studied as a causal
factor in ootor vDr~cle cr~shes. Illeqal blOod alcohol
concentrations (0.10 perc~~t or ~ore by weight) are found in
about half of fatally injl~ecl crivers compared to fewer than five
percent of the drivers on the road at siIlllar tim2s and places as
the fatal crashes (Hadden, et ~l.,195B). In nonfatal injury
crashes, however, alcohol is fc~,d in only a ~hild of drivers and
in only about 15 p2rcent of drivers in ncninjury crashes
(Borkenstein, et al.,1964). Alcohol contributes somevhat to
L~cidence, but far ~ore to s~verity. ~ncng the possible reasons
for this are: 1. alcohol d~cr~ases coordinuti~~ of reactions to
hazards that Yould reduce speed in the crash, 2. alcoh01
increases aggressivity in driving, and 3. Tha probability of
surviving given crash forc~s and their consuquences is reduced by
alcohol's effect on resili61ce or medical trea~"ent. The extent
of the contributjon of each o~ these to the alcohol
5

related motor vehicle crash problem is

unkno~~.

Similarly, we do not know the extent to vhich alcohol
contributes to aaaressive or other behavior that results in
assault against self or others, or the extent to which alcohol
results in impairment in avoidance of assaultive others. Anyone
\:ho has had problems with intoxicated people will not deny the
probable effect on aggressivity in some, but the precise extent
of contribution of this factor is unknown. Impairment by alcohol
no doubt increases the probability of droft~ing, starting a fire
or being unable to escape in a fire, falling, being injured while
using farm, industrial, or household machines, etc. It far from a
complete e;;:plfu"'1.ation of t.hese forll's of injuxy, and data from
several small studies suggest that alcohol is a factor in less
than half the cases in the population generally (Wechsler, et
al., 1969) Dietz and Baker, 1974).
Care must be taken in interpreting studies that do not
include actual measurement of alcohol on a complete series of
cases. The only study found in which alcohol was measured in
fatally injured Native Americans in the U.S. shoved a
significant difference in proportion of population tested among
Native Americans compared to all deaths (Westermeyer and
Brantner, 1972). Native &~ricans ~ere more likely to be tested
(63 percent, versus 45 per~nt of all deaths in the same county).
Given the large proportion in both groups that did not have blood
alcohol mensur~d, and the apparent bias in selectivity for
measuring alcohol, one can have no confidence in the validity of
the results.

\
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Most studies of alcohol use among Native Americans rely
eithar on self-reports of alcohol use (ylhittaker, 1982),
Classification of alcohol use by police, Clinicians, etc., or
secondary indicators, such as alcohol arrests (Brody, 1975).
These methods are know~ to have potential biases. If Native
Americans hav~ a view of alcohol and the purposes for vhich it is
used t.hat is different from the rest of the population, they may
be mort'! or less honest than other ethnic groups L'"l which \!3e is
more or less disapproved. To the ext~~t that drinking by N~tive
Anwricans is stereotyped, police and others ma~· be biased toward
reporting alcohol in relation to motor vehicle or assault
investigations mere often when Native &~ericans are involved.
Also, such a bias could result in more frequent arrests of Native
~~ricans on alcohol charges, although one author has argued
anecdotally that the ('P?osite is the cuse (Brody, 1975).
Nevertheleas, some conclusions vorth considering as hypotheses
have emerged from these studies.
A study of trends in ~mental health- problems among Alaska
Natives during the 1970s indicated an increase in percent of
haccidents~ that vere ~alcohol-related- according to clinic
records of the Indian Health Service. The percent of injuries
associated vith alcohol increased from 11.5 in 1971 to 17.8 in
1975 &~d then declined to 15.7 in 1977 (Kraus and Buffler, 1979).
Percent of suicide attempts that were -alcohol-relatejN increased
6
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from 43.3 in 1971 to 59.7 in 1976. These could be real trends or
the waxing and waning of interest in alcohol by clinic staffs •
. Unless alcohol involv~~nt is substantially underr~ported L~
cases of unintentional injury, i ts involvement does not e>...-plain
very much of the probla~, even with the noted increase.
There is vide variation among tribes in alcohol-related
problems. In a study of tribal areas of Oklahoma, the high2st
rate of arrests for driving under the influence ~QS ten tim~s
the lowest rate as was the range of rates in arrests for public
drunkenness. Death rates from "alcoholism", cirrhosis, or alcohol
poisoning Yere 29 times as large in the highest group as in the
lowest group. A high rate of alcohol-related deaths was
associated with high unemployment. ~5o,'the history Of the
groups with reported high alcohol problems includes more of a
hunting culture, ~~phasis in ceremony on endurance and quest for
vision, and a greater loss in cultural tradition in the
transition to their present living conditions. The groups with
lover alcohol problems, although removed by force from their
traditional horne areas, nevertheless maintained a way of life
more compatible with their present circumstances. They had a
tradition of strong community ties and sophistication in
agriculture. Also, their leadership in the past a~phasized
sobriety (Stratton, et a1., 1978).
As the vide variation in alcohol use among and within Native
American groups has become better known, theories attempting to
explain the differences have been developed. Until recently,
Native Americans were treated as a homogeneous group and ~~eir
high injury rates and alcohol probl~~s were considered as a part
of a general social pathology that resulted from the disruptions
of traditional culture by the invasion and domination of
Europea.'ls. B.eav~{ drinking vas seen mainly as an anesthetic for
psychological and social pain that, paradoxically, increases the
pathology.

.'

,.

Without denying the disruptions in history as a major factor
in many of the problems of Native A~ericana, recent theorists
have argued that at least some of the variation among Nati,~
American groups in use of alcohol is a behavioral response in
line with ~preexisting and persisting tribal institutions and
values u (Levy and Kunitz, 1974, K~~itz, 1976). Drinking pctterns
vary widely. In groups where intoxication is frowned upon,
drinking is done alone and in secret. In groups with a tradition
of the seeking of visi~~s and endurance dancing, heavy alcohol
consumption in pUblic is !llOre acceptable.
Some of the behavior associated with alcohol use in sorne
Native American groups that is now disapproved by middle clas~
vhi tes ,\-1aslikely learned from the early \fhi te trappers, traders,
and soldiers VC10SS rioting, fighting and abuse of women vhile
drunk was common in the Nineteenth Century. The extent to ...." hich
such behavior is caused by alcohol or is tolerated as a part of
the "time out M behavior that ~~s learned as associated with
alcohol use is ~~kno~~. Native Americans who are more integrated
7
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into white society report that their drinki~g is moderate while
drinking in ~ore traditional groups is heavier, at least on the
occasions when drinking occurs (Levy and Kunitz, 1974).

...v

Self-reported total abstinance is t~ice as high among Native
Americans as among whites, and is greater among those more
integrated into white society than a~ong more traditional groups.
Many of those who drink heavily, usually in groups that -keep
passing the bottle until its gone-, sea~ to b~ able to b0come
ahstainers without the S}~ptcms of withdrawal identified as
evidence of addiction aT-ong whites. None of these points are
taken to mean that alcohol does not impair Native }~lericnn5 in
such a way as to increase the liklihood of injury when using
rootor vehicles or in other hazardous environrr,ents. The historical
evidence on homicide rates, however, do not show an increase in
parallel with increased alcohol use (Levy ~nd Kunitz, 1974).
Not only did ~any early writers consider Native ~~ericans
as a homogeneous group with respect to alcohol use, the term
-alcoholic" attributed to that use has been applied too
uncritically. Addiction to alcohol and drinking styles a~d
circumstances that get people into trouble are i.Ot necessarily
the same pheno~enon. Atta~pts to discover differences in
metabolism of alcohol a:nong races has produced conflicting
conclusions. Fenna, et al., (1971) found that Native Canadians
rnetabolized alcohol more slowly than Caucasians but a later
Canadian study found the opposite, faster rnetabolis~ by Native
Canadians (Reed, et al., ~976). A U.S. st~dy that included
~easures of ~etabolic enz}~es in a Native krnerican and U.S.
sample found no racial difference (Bennion and Li, 1976). ~~ile
there is evidence of a g~~etic factor that explains part of the
inter individual variation in ~lcohol use {Partenen, et al.,
1966}, there is no reason to believe that interracial
differences, to the ext~,t that they axist, are genetic in
origin.

..."

Alcoholism tends to run in f~~ilies both among Native
Americans and Caucasians. Atta~pts to ~~lain these differences
by psychological variables such as depr~ssion an~ locus of
control have been questionable. One such study that included
Native American'and Caucasian colleg~ students found no
psychological differences between those with close relatives who
vera alcoholic and those without an alcoholic relative in either
racial group (Jcnes-Saurnty, 1983). Native American students did
have higher average scores on questionnaire items sup~~sedly
measuring depression and attribution of events to chance (i.e.,
lack of personal control over ev~'ts). GiV~l their his~ory and
resultant economic circurrstances, this result should not be
surprising. A recent study of locus of control among persons
treated in an alcoholic detoxification center found that average
scores of Caucasian k~men and Native l~erican man and wornen vere
similar, with Caucasian men clai~ing a greater ~nount of control
in their livtS than the other three groups (Hurlburt, et al.,
1983). Locus of control questionnaires may be measuring accurate
assessment of ones circurrstances rather than some psychological
8

trait unrelated to the social environment.
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Among Caucasians in separate studies, persons diagnosed as
alcoholic have been found both significantly more external {i.e.,
less parsonall}· in control) and significantly more internal than
nonalcoholic p~rsons on measures of locus of control (Barnes,
1979J Hinrich3en, 1976). In correlation with self-reported
drinking among col~ege students, frequen~~ of drinking, but not
quantity, vas related to feelings of more external control (Apao
and D~mon, 1982). This oay si~ply mean th~t drinking is more
frequent in those ~ho are more susceptible to peer pressure.
Alcohol use in several Native American cultures has been
described as largely a peer group phenorr~non. Young males in
particular are eA~ected to drink at social gatherings, in
quantities and at speeds that result in rapid intoxication. In
some cases, one author claims# such behavior is at least partly
the resul~ of the stereotyp~ of Native Anericans as heavy alcohol
users. Identification with the group is defined in behavioral
terms regarding alcohol. k~ong young males, he reports, heavy
binge drinking in groups is a~coUIaged by the phrase, -go ahead
and drink like an Indiana (Xay, 1982).
Returning to the primary concern here -- injuries, whether or
not linked to alcohol -- a study of hospitalizations of persons
of different racial and et~~ic backgro~~d ~hile in similar
cirOlli~tances is of interest. All hospitalizations of persons
serving in the Na,~ from 1973 through 1975 were analyzed by
diagnosis and rac~. Native ~~ric~~s ~ere hospitalized for
"alcoholism- three ti~es oore often per capita than whites or
blacks and t~n ti~e5 more often than orientals. Yet their
hospitaliza~ions for injuries yere less (by about 13 percent)
than those of whites and blacks, but greater than those of
orientals (Hoiberg, et al., 1981).

:,

Tr.ere were no obviou:. ~i!ferences in job classifications or
other factors that vould ~uggest vny Native A~ricans should have
lower injury rates than vhites 0: blackS, ~~d to the extent that
the diarrnosis of alcohol probla~ is correct, one might expect
m.ore inj\l.':ies ar.",ong l:ative ~..' nericans. 'f"nere could be biases in
diagnosis of Native 1~rican3 as alcoholic because of the
stereotyping of alcohol use by ~ative Americans. Native ~'nericans
.....ho oelect service in the Navy .;nay be from tribes that have lower
than average injury rates. It is also possible that the higher
injury rates of Native Americans L~ general compared to the
general population is ~ conse~uence mainly of enviro~~ental
circu.-nstances rather than cul ~ural or psychological factors. Wn',m
the enviror~'nents are si~ilar. the injl~Y rates are similar.
Injury Control Strategies
rne necessary and speci!ic cause of injury is a transfer of
energy to human tissue beyond the level of resilience, o~
insu=fici~nt energy trans:er for the sus~en~,ce of the tissue
(Gibson, 1961). This fQ~danental understanding has led to the
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explicativn of the analo;Q' of injury and infectious disease. The
agent, energy, is delivered to the host, the person inju~ed, by a
vehicle or v~~tor (car, ga~, other person). If one can control
the amount cf energy in proxi~ity to people, either directly, or
indirectlY through modification of its vehicles, vectors or the
environment, then the i.."lcidance or severity of injur~t Cun be
controlled (Haddon, 1980).
As in the case of control of infectious agents (bacteria,
viruses), certain controls on energy sources ~ld vehicles and
vectors are more acceptable to a given society tl~n others. The
first task in consideration of injury control is to sp~cify wh~re
the injuries are occurring in space, time and populatiol1s and
to identify the energy sources and the vehicles, vectorfi or
environmental factors that result in the energy contacting human
beings in rates and amounts that are beyond h~~an tolerance. As
noted in the section on epidemiology of injuries among native
Americans, much work of this type remains to be done.

...

In the case of motor ~~hicle occupants, we need to kno~ the
types of vehicles involved, the angles of the crashes, and the
extent of seat belt use. Are fatalities occurring mainly in
single vehicles striking roadside objects, rolling over, or in
multiple vehicle COllisions? To ~hat extent are the multiple
vehicle crashes the resul~ of conflicts at intersections, passing
on t~o lane roads, etc.? The countermeasures available to reduce
injury incidence and severity under these di~fering circa~stances
are not the same (Robertson, 1983). Similarly, the reco~~ended
countermeasures for child pedestrians struck ¥hen darting into
roads during the daytime are substantially different fro~ those
that occur to older pedestrians walking along roads at ni~ht •

'

Are falls that result in injury among Native Americans mainly
the elderly or children slipping on surfaces in their
homes, or are they mainly concentrated ~ong workers, persons
e:lgaging in recreation or other l1ctivities outside the hOlae? If
they are the latter, vhat are the specific circumstances of the
surfaces and heights L~volved? Are drownings mainly among
children in ponds and streams or among adult hunters and
fishermen? Are hOllseflres caused more often by dropped cigarettas
(as In the popUlation generally), or by coo~ingf·space h~ating,
or other sources? Do dea~~s from fires occur more frequently
among persons while asleepr and if so, where ~~re these persons
sleeping relative to pote~tial exits? Do deaths from cold occur
mainly from lack of heat in homes or from other specifiable
circ~$tances? iiithout ~~svers to questions such as these, injury
control activities can be substantiallY misdirected. Once the
answers are known, the range of opt~ons for changing one or more
of the factors involved can be conslcered.
~~ong

•
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The second task is to identify the possible technical options
injury control. Ten such generic options that are logically
distinct have been identified (Haddon, 19(0). Each of these,
along with a few illustrations of its possible application,
follo....s:
~or
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1. Prevent the rnarshalling of energy in hazardous
concentrations.' ~o not allo.... handguns. Do riot use especially
hazardous road and of!road vehicles such as ~otorcycles,
-minibikes, and certain "utilityR vehicles. Prohibit. the
use of particularly hazardous ch~~~cals.

...

2. Reduce the concentration of hazardous a~cunt5 of energy.'
Limit the speed of read vehicles. Allow only plastic bullets to
be sold as a=::;-;~lition in handgun!;. Rednce the fla:~ability and
toxic gases ~~en burned of horr~ construction materials, cr~irs,
sofas, bedding and clothing. Lover maximum temperatures in ~~ter
heaters. Limit the number of pills or liquid content per bottle
sold of drugs co~nly involved in poisonings •
3. Pr~vent the rele~5e of energy that has been concentrated
in ha~ardous a=.ounts. Increase skid resistance of road surfaces.
Increase coefficients of friction of floors, sid@walks, bathtubs,
and the botto~ of shoes, espa-cially those used by children and
the elderly. !".ake r..at:::hes, lighters, and containers of fla~"llable,
liquids diffi~~lt to use by children.
~. Modify the rate or spatial distribution of the energy from
its source. Use child restraints for snall children and seat
belts for all v~hicle occupants in motion. Use sensors in da~s
and levees to release vater buildup at a controlled rate to avoid
brei'lka'....a y floods. Use cont.C1i:H?rS that have only s::-,all spout.s ",hen
pouring hot or !la~~able liguids. Provide auto~atic ventilation
in motor vehicles and other structures vhere poisonous gases may
accumulate.

5. Separate in tir"e and space thEt er.~rgy snd ~~ose t.o be
protected. Renoye pe-destrinn Pilt!lS and bicycle paths from l"oads.
Place treos, utility poles ~nd other rigid objects away frc~
roadsides at hi~h risk sites. Evacuate popUlations vhen
hurricanes or flilSh flood", are prp.-dict.cj. l.<>CK up r.:=pes, "..iras,
and similar m~terials involved in children'S strangulations.

!

6. Interpose a ph)'sical barrier betveen the energy and those
to be protected .. Require crash helrr.et use by bicyclists and
motorcyclists. He2p guns us&d for hunting and target shooting L~
locked storaQe at clubs or c~1er centr~l p13C~S so that they
cannot be found in hones by curious children, enr~qed fathers and
mothers, or burglers. Surround s~it~~g arens and waterfilled
quarries vith ~~scal~ble fenc~s and lock gates ¥hen
unsupervised. Provide !!rewalls in bU~ldin;st and inSUlated
clothing in high und loy heat enviro~ments.
7. ~odi!y basic qualities of the energy or its exchange vith
VUlnerable populations. ?rovide 50ft floors in housing for the
elderly. Use soft materials rather than concl:"ete, asphalt and
crush~d stone ~or the surfaces o~ playgrounds. Prepdre food to a
consistency that pieces cannot beco:ne lodged in the trachea.
6. Make those to be protected more resistant to energy

.,
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exchanges. Provide blood-clotting factors to persons with
hemophilia. Increase exercise programs to i~prove rr.usculo
skeletal strength. particularly among groups highly vulnerable to
falls, such as the elderly.
9. Begin to counter damage already done. Train the population
in stopping h~~orrhage and the recognition of potential spinal
cord injury so as not to exacerabate the da~ge by avoidable
mO'\,oement of the injured. Provide emergency rne:lical tGt\ms placed
for quick response and co~~unication systa~s, such as roadside
telephones, for quiCkly informing them of ~~rgencies. Place
smoke and heat detectors, fire ext~nguishers and fire alarm
systems in all dwelling ~~its. Install detectors for released
toxic chemicalS and radiation in areas where they are used.

10. Stabilize, rep...ir, and rehabilitate the injured perso='ls~
Remove superficial scars anj bone destruction with plastic
surgery. Provide prost~etic devices for amputees a~d especially
designed equipment for work and other activities of ~~e
handicapped.
The exa~ples given here are only illustrations of the use of
these strategies and are not exhaustive. Obviously some are more
feasible than others and use of certai~ ones vou]n p=Gcluae the
necessity of using others. Some may be irrelevant to the patterns
of injury fo~.d in specific Native American groups. ~~e purpose
of the ten strategies is to cons';er syst~~atically the full
array of options av~ilable. One
nese have been considered,
choices regarding use of any on~ can be made on the basis of
considerations of redundancy, feasibility, a."ld costs, if an~·.
~~en reviewing an array of technical strategies to reduce the
incidence or severity of a particular set 0: L"ljuries, the means
of implementing the strategy is perhaps the ~ost important
consideration. It is obvious that se~~ral 0: the noted tecp~ical
strategies would virtually eliminate certain categories of
injury. ~12ir use, however, remains probl~~a~ic because of
ignorance of the variety of actions available or v~rious
objections to their most effective llnpl~~entation.

•

Three basic implementat~on strategies nre available in public
heal tha 1. Change the voluntary behavior of people in i::l.l1lediate
proximity to the hazard. 2. Require or prohibit by 1av or
administrative directive the specified behavior of people in
~~d1ate proximity to the hazard. 3. Modify the energy and
vehicles in such a ~y that people are protected auto~atically
when they ure in proximity to the hazard (Robertson, 1975a).
The frequent e ..nphasis on the first of :these ofta., does not
take into account h~~an limitations in capacities to perceive and
react to hazards in their environments. The large nur.hers of
injury attributable to kinetic energy, the energy L~herent in all
moving objects, is at least partly the result of lack of human
capacity to deal with it. Speed of road vehicles has been
researched in that regard.
12
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Human reaction tL~e to ~~vironrnental stimuli such as red
lights and sounds cor.~only a~erienced by drivers and pedestrians
can take up to t~o seconds in rested, sob2r persons in a
laborato~·. Half require 0.9 ~econds or ~ore to react (Johansson
& RQmar, 1971). A driver who reacted in 0.9 seconds at the
moderate speed of 30 miles per hour (44 feet per second) would
travel about 40 feet before beginnin~ to apply brakes or ch~nge
direction by steering. A child pedestrian darting into the street
VithUl that distance would b~ struck at 30 miles per hour.

Some in~vitable cOllisions of that sort are avoided by
driving at slo~er speeds vhe~e people on foot or in vehicles da~~
out, although few such places can be anticipated. Also perception
of speed is limited. Foz ex~~le, persons traveling in c&~p vith
the speedometer masked ~~deresti~ate their speeds by an average
of 25 percent at speeds less than 30 miles per hour (Ev3ns,
1970). If drivers were to constantly monitor speed by the
speedo~e~er, as currently design~d, their reaction ti~e vould be
slowed to the extent that their eyes vere not on the road
constantl}".
At higher speeds, the probJ.e.."l'I is furt.her complicl'lt.ed by
adaptation. Again with speed~~ter masked, drivers vere
instructed t.o slow to 40 miles per hour after varying periods a~
70 miles per hour. After only 5 seconds at 70, ~~e drivers slowed
to 44.5 ~iles per hOUIJ after 2~ miles at 70, 50.5 ~iles per hour
was thought to be 40 ~~d after an addi~ional 20 miles Dt 70, the
average V3S 53.4 thoug~t to be 40 miles per hour (Sc~~dt &
Tiffin, 1969). In another &tudy, distance necessary to pass a
forward vehicle on a simUlated two-lane road averaged 78 percent
less than that actually necessary at 50 miles per hour (Gordon &
Mast, 1970).

Size of the other vehicle, from the driver's perspective, is
also an apparent factor in the perceptio~ of its presence and/or
speed. In car-~otorcycle COllisions, only about 4 percent oc~~r
when the ~otorcyc.list is turning left across the path of the
onco:ning car b~t 39 p~rcent involve a cur driver turnin~ left
across the pa~~ Of a motorC)"cliat (Gri~fin, 1974).
Children and the elderly are disproportionately injured in
falls, ~sph~7~ati~~s, and burns (E~ker. O'Neill & Karpf, 1984).
Bo~~ li~~tations i~ perception of hazard and physical ability to
react in time to avoid L~ju-~ are undoubtedly factora in these
distributions.

In edditicn to L~e physical li~it9 in t~~e of cQ~~~~ication
among nerve cells ~~d motor responses, the p9ychological ~~d
social aspects of hazard perc~ption and behavior nuot be
considered. Studies of injuries that attribute the ~~st majority
to "llt~.:1'lan error" do not consider all the phj'sical limitatio:"Ls
mentioned, rJUch less the abs~~.ce in the ~rld of ~~y h~~an bei~g
who does not ~ake frequent errors. Even if all p~ople could be
made <!\:T3re Of the relative ris,:s of the plet.~ora o~ hazards to
healt.h, an ~possible task i:l itself, the individual vho colL.td
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s}~thesize this infoLmation, apply it in ~ve~' situation, never
sUffering a lapse in atte~~ion or alertness, simply does not
exist.

.
;

Further complicating the issue is the t~~dency to deny that
risk is as applicable to oneself as it is to cther~. In a
national rando~-sample survey of ~ople kho a~res5ad the
intention of buying l\ new car, the h~tervicu"",,",3 ver@ lll.sk~d
whether th~ r: ~k of t..h;d.r b€ : i:1g i.nju!'8:d or blj.ed in a C:7>r crash
...~s grea..t6'r~ the sane "'s, or less t.h,m persons like th€ > ":!selves.
Only 6 percent chose "gr~~ter U,3n w compared to 40 percent vho
chose "leS5 th<.l.n h (Rr:bert.son, 19773). tie do not lenaw the extel1t
to vhieh de~ial affects behavior vith res?eet to risks of injury.
Its involve::Mmt i:1 delay in seekl::g C&f."'e for can.car (Robartsotl &.
}{eagarty, 1975) sugg~sts th~t ther~ ~ay be advers~ behavioral
consequences. We also do not knOlt: "f:let.ber "\rariations in tx::l~.efs
about health ~nd preventio~ of h~r~ a~ong Nati~~ AM~rican
cultures results in behavior tha~ increases or d~creases the
probability of injury.

Evaluation of Programs
Persuasion. Progra~s tnat att~~?t to cr~nye behaviors by
evoking '~l~~tary action t~ke a variety of forMS fro~ educ~tion
to operant conditioning to enhancing perception by chan:J~5 in the
enviro~nt. ~ost such ef!orts that have be~~ att~~oted ~, a
large scale are strictly e~ucational or a combinatiOn of
education and skill traini~J. }~o~g the largest of ~hese progra~s
is driver educa~ion in the public schools.
Until the 1960's, research on driver education simply
crash and violation recorcis of students ~ho had
completed the co\~se vith thos~ 0: students who had learned to
drive by other means. Findi~~ lo~er cr~5b ~nj viol~tic~ r~tes in
the high school trzdned group, the l"(l'searcl1ers concluded that
driver educa~i~~ ~~s the c~use of the diffcr~~ccs (e.g.,
Allgair,19G4). ~&en subsequent studies controlled for-gr3cl~s and
miles driven, ho~evcr. the corr~laticn be~~2cn driver eou=~tion
and crashEs clisappaared (Conger, Miller & RaL~?y, 1~69) }~cVuire ~
Kersh, 1969). 111i3 re$ult sU9gast~vJ i~~t drive~s n~O v~re less
likely to cr~sh subsequently (or th~ir ~a~cnt~) selected the
course and the course had little or no elfe~t on crashas.
co~pared

.

..

'1'tJO controlled e...;q:.t'!rj.~:,"':'l"its in ':.'~lic~ !;ltude..'1ts were i':lr;gign~d to
the course have fOQ~d no € i gnificant eff~ct en s~b~equent crash
records (Shaoul, 1975 J nay t 'O::.::a~.""(br., E::d.r;l-c, &. Sto.-:k, 19(2) In the
latter study, ~n ~dv~~cvj COUIrre clGsign~cl by P~yc~ologict~ and
education sp~cialists \ms given one group of stuaentsJ a second
group h&d a course sirnil1i!.r to that in ~czt high ochoolG. tJeit~gr
of these groups had crash re~crds in the follo~ing t~~ and a half
. years that _-ere significantly oott.er t...11:.::.n the centrol £1rO\1.1.'.
0

A.l though hign sc}-,ool cd ver educn.. ~ion has no i'.;::J?~rcnt c::£ feet
on the driving abiliti~s relcte~ to cr~6hes ar~ong indiviclu~ls, it
is harrn!ul in the aggregate bscause those ~ho take the course are
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license;} earlier t.han t.hey vould have been ....ithout. the course.
First reported i~ one of the above mentioned axperirnen~s
(Shaoul,1975), tva sUbsequ~nt studies have found the e!f~ct to be·
large. A comparison of fat~l crash rates of 16-17 year old
drivers in 27 states fo~~d no correlation between the proportion
of high school students co~pleting driver education ~~d fatal
crash~s per li~~sed d~ivers in the 16-17 year old group. Nw~rs
of licensed drivers ....~s strongly related to the proportion of 16
17 year olds co~pioting ~river education. Thus driver education
!r.c!:eas~d total t';:;tal crashes b€ ! canscd
it increased licensure in
a.'1 age group ..rith n high fatality rata without reducing t.he
individual rislc per licensed driver (Robertson &. zador, 1978).
In Connecticut, vhe~ state funding of driver education was
elirdniltr"od, ni.ne 6cnool districts droppea the course. In
comparison vith si~ilar districts that continue~ the course using
local fmlds a~d fees, the licensure and crash rates of 16-:7 year
olds tumbled, vith only & alight increase in ho~ and commercial
training. The net effect vas a substantial decrease in crashes of
16-17 year old drivers from co~~unities that dropped the course
{Robertson, 1980).
In the s~co~d driver education experiment mentioned (Ray, et
al., 1982), an att~pt vas ~ade to allow only those who intended
to be licensed i~to the cou~se. This ~~s based on a statement o!
int.ention. Despit~ this effort, the students who completed the
courses vere licensed at a somewhat yo~~ger age than the control
group.
Other stucies of driver educati~~ of!ere6 to adults or
required by l&v o! drivers vith poor r~cords, have found no
effect ..,hen adequate controls for self-selection have been
~loyed. ~~e 90 called -defensive driving- course has been
studied by co~parinq the tva-year crash records of persons ~hQ
toOk th~ course L~fore the tva years and persons v~o took it
after the tva year co~parison period. No si~nificant di~ference
in crash records ~as found (~ulnern,1977). Similarly, drivers
vi~~ poor records rand~y assigned to a defensive drivL~q course
and @ control group ahoved no significant diffe~ences ~
subsequent ~ver~ge crnshes betveen the tvo groups (Hill &
J~~oson, 1978). Despite such evidence, the course continues in
videspre~d use, includin~ some injUlJ' control programs aoong
Native A~aricans.

t
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!n several of the cited studies,

th~re

are

!e~~r violatio~$

found in trained groups than iT. cO!:l?arison OJ.- co::trol

qrcu~)s.

Proponents of educational prograr.s use this as evidfmce 0:
succeS5. Bo~evcr the lacK o! el:ect on crashes an~ the extre~~ly
10"01 correlatio!"l.s o! violations and crl:shes (Robert-son, 195:3)
suggest that t.he courses are not useful for crash risk rE.'dact.:'o:'1.
experi~ents in 8tte~pted rehab11it~ti~~ of pres~~aDly
driv~rs have i'oul"ld lit.tle or no SUC"Cess. In ::assi!lu
COU-"'lty, !\e.... York, an education-rehabilitlltion progr:'J~ ~Cir crivers
convicted of driving vhile i~paired by alcohol ~~s substitu~~c

Several

nigh-risk

for t.he usual sentence in a randOr.l &n~le. ComparC?d.to the
control group ~ho receiv~d the usual sentence, o!te~ a licens~

suspension, the educDtion-reha~ilitationgroup had si~i!icantly
greater nun~rs of crashes in the subsequent perioj than the
control group (Preusser,et cl., 1976). Apparently, a progr~~ ~ith
no effect b~5 substituted for one that had at l~&st so~ e!~cct.
Controlled e~peri~ents o~ rehabilitati~"'l progra~5 !or driv~r~
"'"~ th C(~rtai:"i accu:'!':ulations of con.... ictiO'''ls !or 1"\0\":,n:1 "io1,."io:l$
have !o~~d little or no effect of the progra~s ~:"i !~llO~~;
studies o~ the records of case and contrOl ~rou?s 'Ed~ards &
Ellis, 1976. Fuchs, 1980).
So~~ controlled trialS of counselin~ in Clinical settin~s
have de~onstrated s~all successes in ccnvincin; peo~l~ to u~e
certain for~s ot protection. k~ng the ~ost success!~l ~~s a
brochure and counselin~ by physicians re9ardin~ t~~ use o! s~o~e
detectors clurihg a p~ysical c~~p. hl~ost ~alf of t~ase v~o d:=
not hav~ 8 s~o~~ cl~tector purchased one a~d 35~ ~ere cbs~rv~~ to
ha\~ it correctly ir.$tall~d durin~ a fo:lo~~? no~ vi$it. ~:o such
purcha&~s vere QD5~rv~d in a control ~roup that had visit~ ~he
sa~ physicians but ""ho ",-ere not cou:,\seled r~ga;niing G:'"IO"e·
detectors (~iller, et al., 1982). This study ~~s done L~ a
population in ""h!ch the cost of a SMoke d~tector v~s easily
afford~ble for ~c5t f~~lies. Such ~ay not t~ th~ cas~ ~=~ng
those ~ative ~rican arouos vith lov inc~~s, ~~d ther~ is no
quarantGe that on. ~~uid find a si~ler response ~o p~ysici&n
.dvice if cultural or other factors are di:ter~nt ~~an in th~
study group.

A si~ilar stUdy of physician enccurage.-:'~nt to US9 child
restraints L~ roa~ vehicle~ was less successful. ~, e~~ri~ental
grcup ot parents ~as counseled by ~diatriciL~s a~out the Y~lue
o! c~ild restrBints and each vas given a prescription for ~
rCGtrai~t ftnd cle~onstration by the doctor as to its pIo~r use.
Compared to a control group that vag co~~seled only on other
aspects 0: h~alth, child restraint use in ~~Q e~7~ri~ntal group
'I...as higher by 23% in one I:1o:lt.h A."'ld 72% in tva I'!:ont~s. but only 9
end 12~, at four and fift~en Mont~, respectively (RGisinger,
~illia~~ et al., 1981).
Clinical counselinq by health educators, ~ho Jack the 3ura c!
authoritv of PhY3ici~n~, has no 3pparent effect O~ prot~ct.iv~
be~avior: In o::e ey.?~ri~ent, mothers in t~e hos?it~l .lth
'ne~borns vere assigned to on~ of :our groups: 1. ~ec~ive~

literature on importance of child restraint use, 2. Given that
l.iterature~ a discussion by a health educator especially trained
in persuasive tec~~iques, and da~onstration of use of the
restraint, 3. Given the literature and a free restraint, and 4.
No contact in the hospital or afterward. As i~ ~~e pediatricians'
experiment mentioned above, the use of child restraints-in these
gro~?s was observed as the patients entered the parking area for
fQllo.~p visits.
D\lring the observation period 2-4 months later, 2~ Of the
group given free restraints vere using them compared to 20-22% in
~le other three ~ro~ps. Use ~~s not significantly higher in the
group co~~sel~d by ~he health educator cr in L~e group that
received only literature when compared to the ~~trol group
(Reisinger & Williams, 1978).
&~ experiment atta~pting to reduce several ha:ards to
children in homes had similar results. Parents who brought
children to a prepaid medical plan vere divided L~to experimental
and control groups. Household hazards to childra~ vere discussed
by a health educator with parents of c~~ldren in the experimental
group, who were also given a hocklet regarding ta~ co~~on hazards
a.~d a follovup phone call to discuss actions take.~. ':'he control
gl:oup did not receive cn'l~r of these but both groups were given
free plastic covers for electrical outlets and locking devices
for cabinets.

Eight 1ieeks after the counseling, a surprise home visit vas
paid to families in both groups and they were asked to
participate L~ a household hazard survey with the home visitor.
Tne hazards that were discussed with L~~ experi~~tal group were
not significantly lower in that group than in the control group
(Dershewitz & Willi~nson, 1977). The axperimental group did have
significantlY higher use of the electrical outlet covers but the
use of the cabinet locks ~~s not significantly di~ferent between
the groups (Dershevitz, 1979). Research is needed on the extent
~o which community outreach yorkers, who may visit homes on a
oore regular basis, can persuade people to t~ke precautions.
A less personal approach to education-persuasi~~ is the use
of mass media. Some advocates of ·social mark~ting· believe that
behavior change can hI;;!! sold in televisio.~ ads li;~~ co:nrnercial
corr~odities. Actually, the success of cO~$~rcials L~ obtaining
shares of zuch markets is modest ~nd the creati~~ of new markets
is unl~ual. Neverthel~GS, the access to large audiences at
r~latively low cost per persou reached justifies ~~e att~~pt to
change injury related behavior by this.m~ans. Un!ortunately, the
efforts are ~eldom evaluated scientifically on a ~all scale
before being used on a large scale. Those campaigns that have
been studied do not breed optimism 'for t:.he efficaC}-' of the
approach.
A series of radio and television messages ~~couraging seat
belt use in road vehicles was used -in'ce."lsively i:l one co~.r:lunity,
~oderately in a second, and ~~s withheld from a ~~ird community
17
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which served as a control. After five weeks of the campaign, belt
use; observed at selected sites in the co~~unities, was no higher
in the experimental co~~unities than in the control (Fleischer,
1972) •

f·

~

,0

A nine-month television campaign thac would have cost $7
million in 1972 dollars if done nationally VdS tested
experimentally. Several ads, based on previous research regarding
factors related to belt use, were shOt4n 943 tL~es on one cable of
a dual-cable television systa~ used to test commercials. The tvo
cables are laid out in a comnunity in a checkerboard fashion,
providing a cross section of ~~e population on the experimental
and control cables.
Observations of belt use by drivers uere linked to the
households on a given cable by matching addresses of the
households of the vehicle owners (from license tag numbers) to
the billing addresses of the cable system. No significant
differ~~ces were found L~ belt use between drivers from
households on the two cables or between these and households not
on either cable before, during, or a month after the campaign
(Robertson, et al., 1974).
A campaign on fire hazards that mixed media efforts with
programs for civic groaps had a ~~all effect but a mixture of
media a~d teaching materials for schools had none in a second
community when compared to a third, control co~~unity. The eight
month ca~paign increased knOWledge of 44% and 13% applied the
knowledge when needed (McLoughin, 1982).

...

Attempts to use the principles of operant conditioning to
change i~jury-related behavior have h~d varied success,
apparently depending on types of rewards or punis~~ents used
and/or the extent of general administrative control of recipients
of the conditioning by organizations that have used these
methods. Use of a type of punis~~nt in the general popUlation in
an att~pt to increase seat belt use was a dismal ~a~lure. Use of
rewards for belt use and othe~ protective behaviors in c~rtain
corporations has been partially effective•
In 1972, the federal governrne.'lt allowed a buzzer-light syste.-n
to be used by auto IT,anuracturers in lieu of increased ,:utomatic
crash protection in cars. If seat belts in the outer front seats
vere not extended more than six inches from their stored
positions, the buzzer soa~ded continuously and the light
indicated ~~at belt.s were to be used. The public responded by
discormecting the system or knotting the belcs more than six
inches from the retractor, in the latter case rendering them
unusable. surveys of belt use wi~~in months of intrOduction of
the systc~ revealed no si~.ificant difference between belt use in
buzzer-equipped cars and those manufactured in the same model
year b~fore the requirement of the system (Robertson & Haddon,
1974).
.
In 1974, the government allowed a
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syst~~

that would not

permit the car to start if a certain weight were detected in the
outer front seats withou~ the belts being axtended in a new
sequence each tL~e the seat vas used, or latched, again as a
substitute for automatic protection. With the exception of an air
bag option.on the most expensive Buicks, Cadillacs, and
Ordsmobiles, all manufacturers used the interlock belt system, as
it was called.
Observat.ions of belt use by drivers of il'1terlock-equipped
cars revealed 59 percent belt use, remar}~bly more than in other
vehicles (Robertson, 1975b). Tnat success was shortlived,
however. ComplaL~ts to Congress about cars not starting with dogs
and groceries in the seat led to prohibition of the mandatory use
of interlocks and continuous buzzers by law. Within ~~ree years,
belt use in interlock-equipped cars had declined to 15%'
(Phillips, 1980).
Several studies of the use of lotte~'-like revard systems in
company or shopping center parking lots have found increased bel~
use during the period that the rewards are offered (e.g., Elman &
Killebrew, 1978). Various revard schedules and sustainability of
the effect when rewards are withdrawn are being investigated.
Belt use declines when revards are no longer offered and is lover
among vorkers paid by the hour than ~ong those on salary
(Geller,1981).
Where it is possible to provide inforr~tion on behavioral
or results, so~e improvements have been observed in
industry. Workers in high noise enviro~~2~nts ~reatlJ' increased
their use of ear protection in groups when audiometric test
reSUlts before and after exposure vere displayed on bulletin
boards (Zohar, Cohen & Azar, 1980). Use of vater spray to
simUlate the pattern of flying metal fra~~nts when grinding
machines are turned on resulted L~ lliore frequent reccro~nded
behavior by ~~ose who experienced it (RubL~s~-y & Smith, 1973).
Group decision rnalcing regarding goals fer safe behaviors and
charts of frequency of the behaviors di~played in a prominent
place have also been found effective dcring the ~~riod that
~~havior is observed (ltomaki, at al., 1978). Tl1e behaviors do not
persist beyond L~e period of observation, however, suggesting
that such efforts must be sustained ~definitely for continual
effect.
perfor~ance

t

The difficulty in perceptions of speed, distance, and other
vehicles by drivers has been partly offset in ~ few instances by
atte:npts to a~ter the environment to improve perception. Placing
a brake light above the center of the trur~ of cars, just under
the rear windovs, decreases the frequency of rear-end COllisions
vhi~e braking by 50 % (e.g., Reilly, et al., 1980). The effect is
apparently not the result of novelty because tvo lights, one to
each side at the same level, do not have the crash-reducing
effect.
stripes twenty inches in width painted across roads at
decreasing intervals create the illusion of

expon~~tially
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acceleration ~~1en driven across at a constant speed (Denton,
1960). These cause some drivers to decelerate and can be used at
toll booths, traffic circles, and in ~he approaches to curves.
Specific characteristics of road sites such as curvature and
grade have been identified as disproportionally involved in
certain ty~es of fatal crashes (Wright & Robertson, 1976). These
were used in one state to choo~e sites to place reflectors'on the
center stripe of roads approaching curves. Comparison D: night to
day crashes in these areas suggested a reduction of about 20
percent in crashes at night (Wright, et al., in press).
Illuminated sections of roads also have fever nighttitr~ crashes
e,a~n thos~ not ill~~in~ted, correcting for other factors. (BoXt
1971) •

...

...

Laws and Administrative Rules. The laws and a~~inistrative
rules aimed at injury control range from prohibition of homicide
to the Nno bare feet" rule in the ice cream parlor at the beach.
TwO basic types can be deliniated, those that attempt to deter
behavior that increas~s the risk of injury (e.g.,driving while
intoxicated) and those require protective b€ h avior (e.g., use of
child res~raint3 when transporting small children).
Various factors contribute to the effectiveness or
ineffectiveness of laws and administrative rules. The behavior
must be strongly related to the incidence and/or severity of
injury. Either there must be compliance because of general
conformity to rules or the belief in the importance of the rule,
or the rule must be enforceable by persons ~ith authority to do
so. In the case of laws, if the police do not arrest, prosecutors
do not pursue the cases or negotiate lesser charges, or judges
and/or juries fail to convict and ~pose sentunces, the force of
a law is und\lrmined (Zh"ring & Haw}dns, 1973). Other i."nportant "
factors are the ext~~t to which the behavior can be directly
observed by authorities, and the degree of augmentation of
enforcement by persona other than authorities (Robertson, 1983).
Also, the law must be sustainable in the political nrena.
Lavs r~guiring motorcycle heL~et use are highly effective
(the technology works and the behavior is easily observed for
purpose of enforcement). !-lore than 99""'; of motorcyclists comply
with the law and deaths decline about 3~~ when such laws are
enacted (Robertson~ 197&). Althocgh a majority of the public and
the majority of rnotor~lcli5ts favor the laws, a ~~nority of
motorcycli~ts have intensive~y and successfully lobbied to
overturn the laws in the majority of U.S. states.
Laws prohibiting driving with blood alcohol above certain
concentrations have been increasingly popular pOlitically but are
very difficult. to enforce. A police officer cannot observe bloo::t
alcohol directly an:'! must have probable cause to detai."l someone
for a blood or breath test. Based on roadside surveys, in vhich
people are asked to volwltarily have a breath- test without
prosecution, and on arrest rates for driving while intoxicated in
the S<lme areas, the highr.:st arrest rate for the offense ever
20

recorded was one in 200 (Beitel, et al., 1975). widely publicized
crackdo~~s create the impression that the probability of arrest
is high and moto~ v~hicle fatalities decline 50me~hat during such
crackd~~s. These effects have repeatedly been shewn to be
temporary '(Ross,' 1982). Is people learn that the actual
- probability of arrest hasn't changed much and/or the publicity
dies do~~, drivers return to their usual behaviors.
rTnere enforcement of laws is augmented by pers.:>ns other than·
police in a ccrr~unity, the effects of law on injury control are
more sustained. States with higher ages for purchasing alcohol,
enforced mainly by bartenders and storekeepers, have fewer fatal
crashes by drivers less th~~ the specified age (WillianB, ~~
al.,1975). Prohibition of driving at certain hours by teenagers
in a few states, undoubtedly enforced mainly by parental control
over the family car, reduces substantially the crashes of drivers
of the specified ages during those hours with no offsetting
increase curing other hours (Preusser, et al., 1982). Laws
directed at the sale and registering of handguns have been found
more effective in reducing handgun deaths, intentional and
unintentional, than those against possession, use in a felony,
and the li;{e (Geisel, et ale t 1969). The former la"'5 are largely
enforced by gun dealers.
An easily observable behavior that could be enforced by
pollee, but that involves substantial discomfort, inconv~~i~~ce,
and cost ~o the persons a!fected, is often not in co~pliance with
the law. The use of child restraints by children below a certain
age when traveling in cars is required in ~ost states.
Observations of children traveling in cars, however, reveal that
the vast majority of such children are not restraL~ed (Williams &
Wells, 1981). Apparently, the cost of the restraints, the hassle
of getting the child in and out of them, and having to contend
with children _ho do not like to be confined sUbst~~tially
offsets any tendency to comply with laws in general or the
specific fear of arrest.

e

"

Severe sentences, the subject of perpetual public debat~ and
enormous legislati,~ energy, are ~~ong the least important
factors in the effect of law. The deterrent effect ~f capi~al
punishment on homicide, if it exists at all, is not evident in
comparisons ~~ong states that adopt or drop the penalty and
others where no such changes are occurring {Bowers, 1974}. If
there is a deterrent effect, it may be more than offset in
n~~rs of lives lost by innocent people uho would be executed as
the result of false or misleading evidence in trials. The highly
touted deterrent effect on drinking and driving that supposedly
occurs in the Scandinavian countries is not confirmed by a closer
examination of the evidence (Ross, 1982).
Requlation of Hazardous Agents and Vehicles. Govern~ent
regulat.ions that reduce hazards automatically h3'\"e several
advantages. They do not depend on aclmowledge.-nent of hazard and
action by the persons to be protected. They do not give advantage
to unscrupulous manufacturers who take advantage 0: the ethical
21
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manufacturer who provides automatic protection but at a
necessarily higher pricE than his competitors. The ecor.o~es of
scale are maximi~ed when everyone is required to use ~~e
technology.
Because corporations have most of the same rights L~ lavas
individuals, but far more rasources, adoption of regulati~s that
require corporations to ·.nange a product or pr~ss has. :'::~n
difficult anc those ext~ht remain under fre~uent attack. ~~~le
So~e of such corpor.te managements' resistance r~y be a concern
for loss of sales due t~ increased costs, interviews with
executives of regulateo industries suggest that the rril'~ry
reason is resentment ilC loss of ~~plete control of ~e business
(Lane, 1954).

Research on the effects of regulation vdries L~ quality.
Enormous declines in deat~ rates associated wit~ trai~s,
airplanes and boats p<lrall("'.ed the adoption of regulations for
these vehicles. one suspects that the regUlations vere at least
partly responsible but direct comparisons of vehicles ~~at met
the speci~ications of technology and those without appar~'tly was
not done (Robertson, 1963).

t

The 1968 federal safety standards for cars (trucks .~re
largely exa~pted until 19i7 models) were found by several
researchers to reduce occupant fatalities in the regulated
vehicles (e.g., Levi~e & Campbell, 1971). Research that separated
deaths in regulated cars and those of pedestrians, bicyclists,
and motorCyClists struck by those cars found si~ificantly lover
death rates in all four groups when compared to unreg~ated
vehicles, contrOlling for mileage and ~~hicle age. The crash
avoidance standards, such as in-:.proved braki!lg syst.ems, reduced
glare in driver's eyes ~~d side running lights included L~ the
regulations, apparently reduced riSk to other road users as well
(Robertson, 1981b). By the mid 19705, the 1968 eotor v~~c!e
safety standards had reduced deaL~ by about 9000 per year from
vhat vould be ~pected without th~~. Dne of the possible
explanations for higher motor vehicle fatality rates ~~g ~~ative
Antericans·is their reported greater use of pickup trucks relative
to the population generally. To the extent th~t their ,~hicles
are preregulation models, greater fatalities ~~uld be expected.

Conclusion
Given the complexity of the issues, there is no sinple
prescription for amelioration of the injury probl~~. ~he
principles noted in the revie~ of intervention progr~ can be
used to choose approaches that have the best chance of success.
Because of cultural and historical factors, ho~ever, ongoing
evaluation of the effects of chosen approaches a~ong Native
·Arr.~rican groups oust be undertaken. There maybe barriers to
success in those groups that are not prevalent in o~~er
populations.
There have been

fe~

published studies of the effects of
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injury control programs for Native k~ericans. Apparently some
ir~~ovativc approaches have be~~ adopted, but not studied in terms
of i~jurious consequences. In one service area, reflective
. mater.i.als vere attached to animals to increase their visibility
to drivers at night (Kane and Kane, 1972), but no study of
effects on crash rates vas reported.
T:~e few available studies examine data before and after a
change in a program or law without adequate controls for
B.lternatiye eA"-planations. DGclining hospitalization rates from
injuries, as vell as other conditions, were observed in
association with use of health aides "who provide transp~rtatior.,
visitation, and ~dvocacyft in one community (Guidotti, 1980). It
is unclear what the health a~des did that could account for an

eff~ct

en injuries.

Follovup studies of treatment programs for persons diagnosed
as Qalcoholic" have rep~rted reduced use of alcohol and
accc~panying probla~s i~ sane of the patients (Wilson and Shore,
1975J Westmeyer and PeaKe, 1983). As noted earlier, many Native
Americans who drank heavily at one stage in life are reported to
be able to abstain without withdrawal. Since the treatment
studies had no control group, it is not possible to attribute
reduced alcohol use to the progra~s. The researchers may be
observing rec:luced con:::>u,~ption that would occnr with or without
the therapy.

.-

v

Since alcohol us~ is illegal on many reservations, it has
been argued that the alcohol-related crash rate is higher among
Native Americans because those who drinK often do so off the
reservation and must drive long distances afterward. One study of
a reservation wn~re alcohOl sales in two communities on the
reservation were legal fur two months in 1970 has been reported.
Unfortunately, the state agency responsible for motor vehicle
crash records vauld not cooperate. Arrests of Native }~ericans in
the county bordering the reserva.tion declined by one third
compared to the same months in the prior and subsequent year,
with no increase in arrests (actually some decrease) on the
res~rvation (Muy, 1975). It is not clear .hy the tribal
government again bar~,ed sales aftar only tva months. Because of
the short tit\\e of leqalization, and the lack of data on actual
effects on injuries
o~her pro~le~', one cannot say with
confidence that legalization ~~uld have a net benefit. It is
certainl~' '\rort.h trying for a time vi th more dif ini tive study of
the results.

and

The path is clear for some innovations

L~

injury control

among Native &'C.(,)l:icans and serne good science in documenting the

effects.
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S?E~lFICATION

OF RISK FACTORS

As is evident" fron the literature review, specification of
how risk factors affect each type of injury among Native
Americans is not possible. ~)e literature on injuries arr.ong
Native Ar.iericans is inadequate to accomplish this taste in a
precise way_ Several factors are l~ow~ to strongly affect th~
incidence and severity of specific types of injuries in other
populations. Some of these, such as age and sex, are not
modifiable and are of interest only to identify populations in
which countermeasures should be targeted. In this section of this
report, the known major factors that contribute to the types of
injuries that preuominate among Native Americans will be
s~~~arized. Investigation of Clinical visits for causes that
might be indicative of increased risk of injury was elso
completed ~~d is s~~arized.
Motor Vehicles. Motor vehicles account for more than half the
injury deaths of ~ative Americans and sUbstantial proportions o~
nonfatal bu'~ severe injul·ies. ':'he risk of injury i."'I Motor
vehicles is affected by a large n~ber Of driver, vehicle and
environPental factors. ~~e major driver factors are age, h~an
limitations, and alcohol i~pairment. The major vehicle factors
are handling characteristics, clize, energy absorbing capability,
and poorly Ma~ntained equip~ent. The major envirc~~~ntal factors
are road design, lighting, and signal systems. ~~e relative
i.r.tportance of these factors in the l~ative American population
could be different than the remai."'Ider of th~ ?op~lation, but
there is little evidence to suggest the extent to vhich these
factors are more prevalent for the Native American population.
Fatal crash rates decline exponentiallY as age o~ driver
increases. A 16 year old h~s 10 times the fatal crash rate per
mile drivell of a 30 year old (Robert£:on, 1983). The r;ative
American popUlation is disproportionately yo~,g. In 1980, 31
percent of that popUlation in reservation ctates -~s 15 to 29
yeurs old, compared to 27 percent of ~he U.S. population (Indian
Health Service, 1984). We do not knOw v~ether persons in that age
range drive more or less in reservation stntes than in the
population generally. The age difference in the !~ative American
popUlation and the pop\11ation gen<arally is even larg~r at younger
ages. Thirty-three percent of the Native American population ~~s
less than 15 years old in 1980 compared to 23 percent of the
total U.S. population. Any evaluation of effects of
countermeasures to motor vehicle injuries in the coming years
must account for the coming increase in the popUlation of an age
with the highest crash rates.
Human limits refer to the abilities of people to perceive and
to motion of themselves and oL'ars. As cetailed in the
literature review, rate o~ error in j~dgin~ speed of move~ent of
self and others among sober, rested drivers in tht? laboratory and
on the road is very large. The precise contribution of these
misperceptions to crash incidence and severity remains to be
r~dct
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documented. but the attribution of crashes tc ~human error- in
percei ying and reacting to l:\otion is sUbstantial. The ass\IDlption
~1at such -error- i~ correct~ble by education has been repeatedly
proved f~lse. It is more likely inherent in the species, and
therefore, no more or less prevalent among Native Americans than
otherr,;.·
l~cohol is a causal factor in half of fatal c~~5hes, a third
of no~fatnl injury crashes, and about 15 ~e~e~nt of all crashes.
Alcohol impaired pedestrians are al~o ~ore likely to ~2 struck by
motor val'.icles than are soher persons at. tha CJ,l1"l€! tin~s and
places (Haddon, at al., 1961). Tne precise extent of alcohol use
among Native lUner,icans whi!.e drhring, or Vlll:d.r~g 0..1'1 or i~'1
proximity to stre~ts and roads, i3 ~~cno.~. Higher rat~s of
cirrhosia-related deat~~ suggost that he~vy alcohol use is more
prevalent among Native Americans than the U.S. population as a
whole (Indian Health Ser\'ice, 1984). As noted in the literature
review, however, Nutive Americans in the Navy do not have higher
hospitalizations for injury despite higher hospitali:ations for
-alcoholism-. Without objective measures of alcohol in drivers,
we cannot say with any confid~nce that alcohol contributea to a
greater crash rat\! among N!ltivo A."tleric~ns th1JLll aJ.'llong the
population generally.

Certain vehicles have very unstable handling characteristics.
Motorcycles are a prime ex~~ple and the Jeep CJ5, ~hich has a
high canter of gravity, has been found unstable in turns and has
been found substantially overinvolved Ul fatal crash~s.
Motorcycles havp- about 8 times the death rate per registered
cycle as cars ~r registered vehicle, despite the fact that cars
are driven more th~n twice the miles per year of ~otorcycles. So
called offrosd vehicles generally -- although the CJ5 is tile
worst -- h~va signiiicantly higher occ~up~nt death rates ~~an
other carlS and trucks (Bal~er, at al., 1934). Vehiclo size in
general is a prirn~ry factor in severity of u~jury in a crash.
Vehicle occupants are twica as likely to die in vehicles with
vha21bases leas than 100 inches as in vehicles ...ith Kheelbases of
120 inch$s or more (Rob-ertson and Bake:, 1 ~75). lt is' not)mo..-n
whether the mentioned, more hazQrdous, v0hiclGS are u~~d more or
less by Native ~~ricans compared to ~~a rest of tl13 population.
Substantial iro.provem~nt in craGhwortr~ne5S of cars has
resulted from the crash avoidancQ ~nd ener~ absorpticn
p~incipl~s ~dopted in response to federal saf~ty ct~~d$rds.
Baginning in th0 mid 19605, fctieral Btana~rds for brakes, glare
in driv~rs eyes, enargy absorbing st~ing assemblies, energy
absorbing ~indshields, improved cloor 1.~tCh0S t.o redace ej~=tions,
and several others, vere adopted and upgraded peric~ically. The
result has been a reduction in occupnnt death rates per mile
driven, and of deaths of other road users struc~ by cars, of
about 9-10 percent per model y~ar in each succeeding mocel ye~r
(Rob2rtscn, 19B4).

to

The federal safety st~~dards vere not applied comprehensively
trucks until 1977. To ~le a~tent that Native ~ericans

pic~~p

drive older vehicles and picKup tl~cks proportionately more than
the population g~nerally, as t.'1ey are alleged to do, their
fatality rates would ba expected to be higher. As the olQcr
vehicles are junked, the death ret~s should decline, controlling
for the projectc~ increase in young drivers noted previously. The
reduction~ in motor ve~cle doaths per population during the
1970~ occu.rr~d lato~ among Native Americans than among the
gen~ral pupulaticn. It d~=lineci 4.4 percent from 1970 to 1975
compared to a 22.2 perc~nt decline in tl1e u.s. population as a
whole. rrcr:! 1975 t.o 1950, however, the Nat.ive American rate
declined 34.8 p~rcent vllile t~e ~ate for the total population
increased 7. 5 t:-erc~nt (L"1dian He'~lth 5erfice, 1984). Some of
these changes rn~y be for other reasons, but one suspects that the
disproportionate use of vehicles of older model ye&rs is a factor
in ~~e lagged reductions f~r Nctive Americans.
Detailed study of crashes s~ggest that 10 ~o 20 percent of
vehicle cra5hes in a sta~e vith annual motor vehicle safety
inspections ware the result of poorly maintained vehicle
cornponentG (u.s. D$part:i~nt of Transportation, 1975). In the
abs~n~~ of incpections, the rate is higher (Colton and Buxbaum,
196B). The most L~portant vehicle components are brakes ~,d
tires. Poorly rna:.ntained ex.'1aust systems along with rust. holes
also contribute to deaths by carbon monoxide poisoning in
vehicl~G parked with the motor running. Recent analysis of
scheduled ~nnual or se:~annual ve~cle ins~ion does not find
sufficient cf:ectivl~ess to justify tne cost (Thompson, in
press). Random inspections Of vehicles using the roads is
associated with a decrease in crashes uhen about 16 percent of
the vcl~cles 8r~ inspected, but not vhen only eight percent are
inspected. Because of court docisions regarding random stopping
ot ,,~hi.cle:; on the roaQ, rc.ndo:n in~pecticn may not he acceptable
(Robertson ~nd Stolwijk, 1964). Poor maintenance is correlated
with vehicle age and lov incom~s, a problem prevalent among large
proportions of Native ~ericans. Therefore, it is likely, but yet
to t.e invcst.igated,that part of the excess injuries of Native
~~ericans i~ Ute result of a greater fr~quency of poorly
maintained vahicles.

The road environment is ntrongly correlated to the incidence
and severit.y of injury in motor vchicl~~. Comparison of the
charact~ri&tics of sin~le vehicle fatal crash sites with sites a
mile buck L~ the dirccticn from which the vehicle came found
curvature and do~~~ill grade to be highly correlated with the
!~tal gites. Curv~ture greater than 6 degrees within 500 feet. of
the sites was t~ice as frequ~nt at fatal as at comparison sites.
Such curvature in combinati~~ vith a do~~hill grade of 2 percent
or more vas 4 times raOre frequent at fatal sites than comparison
sites (Wright and Robertso.?1, 1976).
All fatal crashes are far ~org rrcquent on rural, uncontrolled
aCCQSS ronds th~n an other types of roads. The deaths per 10C
mile travell~d on such roads nre about 2.5 to 3 times those on
uncontrolled access urban ro~ds or on rural or urban limited
access ro~c5 (Baker, et ~l., 1934). ~t~ough mileage accumulated
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by Native Americans by type of road has not been doc~~ented, the

location of the larger reservati~~st L~eir road systems, and ~he
road systa~s in adjacent areas su~gest that a disproportion of
Native A..nericans· road tra,,·el is on the le~s safe roads. Th~

typical roud on a reservation is a tva-lane road vith little or
no shoulder. Most roads have dropof!s on each side of the road
varying from n few feet to a chas~. Guardr~i18 or other harriers
to prev~nt vehicles from leaving the road and rOlling over are

rare.

Fatal crashes are tvice as fre~~nt at night as in dayti~~,
despite the fact that nlore miles are drive:l during th~ dey. SOr.le
of tr.e ~~cre~sed s~vere cr~sh rate at night is due to ti1e greater
use of aleol101 during night hOVIS, but. research Co""} lighting of
high~y sections has indicated tr~t night crashes are at least
partly tiue to reduced visibility in darkness (Box, 1971). The
day-night distribution of driving by Sativa A1nericans is unlolovn,
but the roads on reservations ~~d &djacent areas iikely have
proportionetely fewer lighted areas th~~ the roads in the U.S. as
a whole.
~

Wljor factor in crashes at signaled

~ntersections

is the

timing of the signals. An intersection where the red-yellov phase
is 10 percent shorter than that rec~nd&d for roads with
sp~ci!ied

approach speeds, has, on average, 6 times the crash
rate of an intersection that has a 10 percent greater t.."U\1\
recomrn2nded red-yellow phase (Zador, et al., 1984). The n~~ber5
of signalized intersections on reservations and in adjacent areas
is unJOlOh'1l, and the timing of their Slg:1als is \L~kno...' 1l. Given the
rural nature of many of these areas, signalized intersections are
px-obabl¥ less of a factor in the severe cr... shes o~ Native
Americans than they are in t.."le total. populatio.."l.
Drowning. The drovnings per capita among

~ative

ADeticans vas

2.9 t~~s t.."'lat of the general popul:1tion in 1977-79. Tl"~e ex.cecs
for Native Americans occurs in the ~9a group 15 to 60 years old
(Baker, rc?t 81., 1984). Little is kl'loun about the cirewnstances of

drovnlnqs in the Native A.,~.rican or u.s. popul.:r.tiems. The
cirCWltStancas likely vary frO%. climate to climate. ~spite th<3
ubiquitious lakes in northern ~~"lesota, data from the B~~dji
area office of IHS indicates t..~at drovnings ther~ are rare. One
suspects that dro~nings are also unc~~n in the sou~hvest desert
aress, V.i~1 the exception of areas adjacant to rivers vi~~ svift
vaters. The cold vaters of JUaska are prime cc;ndidates. I i IUS
adopts the data gathering forns proposed later in thia report,
&n \mpr~cedented opport~"lity to study th~ cir~~tances of
drovning in different envircnnents vill be reali~ed.
Fire. The very young and very old ~re the popUlations most
often ~~jured in fires. IncreaGed disorientation in an emergency
and the limits on mobility in ~e~nts of these populati~~s arc
the lil;~ly explanations for their i.ncreased risk. The Native
America.n death rate in fires vas 2.4 ti:::es that of the general
popUlation in 1977-79 (Baker, at al., 1984). Tne Native Ar.~rican
popuJation has proportionally faore children than the o:otal U.S.
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populati~~ and the tire deaths per population ~re higher in the
0-4 ag~ grou-p al".lOng Native Amax·icans compared to vhit.es •. The :!ire
dea~s are Gome~hat greater ~~ong elderly Native Americans than
the white pc?ulaticn, but ~~tive ~~ericans h~ve only about half
the proportion of p-opu!<'!t.icrl 65 YC<'lr!; or old~r. ThUG, age votud

not sel51..'1\ t.o be the total expllL'1at.iOll of the excess deatn rvt.e in
fires.

In tst.udi~s of fire: injurie!:J in Ohio and Cali.foz:ni~, t~'\I~re
injury an~ deae~ fr~~ fir~~ ~era mainly in hOU$S fires. ~he
igniti~~ &Ot~ce8 in f~tal fic0S ~ere prim~rily cigar~ttes dropped
~~d left to snolder in beag, furniture or n~wep3per6 (29
parcent), coolcin~ un! ts (9 p.1?~C'"cnt), space h.~ltting (0 percent),
inc~mdilZ>r1"/ !;;;uspic.i.ou~

(G perC'<3:i:'.\t) r and eleet.r1c~1 ~y;;;tL"'1l3 (4

pero-Jnt). ',e:;e IIt.J;!"J-=novn" cau~lory lii:~3 large (31 pe,:cent) (U.S.
Fire Admi~ietration. 1978). ~~~ty-nine perca~t Of hospital
admissions for burns ar@ those that rC3ulted from hot liquids,
vhieh is t.11e pre:1o~inate calmQ of nonfiltal burns to children
(FGCk, at al., 1972).
Th~ e>~ent

Of the

applicati~~

of these riSK f&ctora to Native

Americans is unkncvn. E~ch is li~01y involved, but 8~oKing
be~av:Lor, types 0: cooi;ing Me:! heating un! ts, etc. tna:l v&ry frolTl
~~

....

population g?nerally.

Falls. Fetal falls Per capita incroase exponentially

~~th

age, froM fe-.ter than 5 per 100,000 in ~rsons less t..'1!U""1 thirty
years old to aPo~~ 20 par 100,ODO among Native hr;~riC;<ln and ot.'1er

nonvhito 50 year olas (Baker, et 81. 1984). lrhite BD ycar clds
have an eva~ hi9~er rate. Pri~arilY because the proportion of the
Native AMerican po",:.:.lation that is (,5 or older is about half that
of the total populati~~, ~~~ fatal falls r~r capita among Native
~rica.9\s

is lCb-er

falls are

~~ ;·.~~rtant

hj~i~.

t.~!.m

lL""Gong the

tot~l p;}pUl~ticm.

contributor to fatalities anJ

.

Novertl101ess,
diu~bling

Flllls of cM.ldrE.'n and the elderly usually ~cur 1.""1 t..~e home,
or in the c~se 0: th~ elderly. in lll~titutianz ~or ~~eir care.
C'hildrcam;' ~Ht"v:r~ :L"'ljuries tend to occur in :alll,; item one level
too lnnother (v!ncknl to gro..:m::), c.ril>, b~ 0:: tnble to floor. etc.)
vhl1e se,,--ere injuries in t..~e elderly t.~d to occur S.r. falls on.
Gtal.rl'S or sllps em ~lO SiU!".e level while l-i-all;in1r or llmy c..ccur
frem th~ pr0ssure ~ t.h~ bo·neJ.t ,,"hile waH:':ng p.rio.i: to t.1o;C? fZill.
Falls frna l~dd~rs end cc~ffolds ~ra primarily ~ problG~ ~~~nq
a~Ult Dal$S and ~~a increase ~ith ~~e.

Predicting Injury from Clinic Visits
In a lnr~e-seale analysis of 761,883 Clinic visits by 155,575
persons to service ~~t !GCilitios in thr~e. vi~Jly separ~ted
areas, an nttempt _~9 m~do to ~~lore the patterns of Clinic
vis! t.s prior 'GO visi:c.s fer inju::y. If c~rtain dia;noses "'ere
predict.ive of injuries, it \.""'O"..ud 00 po""dbla to dC''Iielop a system

of visit

~onitoring

to identify

injury. To the extont th3t

?~rsons ~t
cer~ain medical
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increased risk of
conditions plac~ one

at greater risk because of stress, ~edications used, and the
like, or to the extent that family stress, alcohol proble~s, and
t.he like, rnani:est ther.-sel,\'cs in ~edical contacts, it may be
possible to identify persons whose risk is increased and for w~o~
an inter'\'ention rr,ight be preventive of the injury.

The details of the study are presented in Appendix A. Certain
diagnoses are ·predictive of injluy among children less than five
ye~rs of ~g~, nam~l~v~~ereal dise~5es, diabetes, endoerule
proble~s, or0anic brain s)~~ro~c, psychosis, alcoholism,
q;~eeolo3ical proble~s, or envirQn~~ntal probla~. The vast
l:'ajority (79 perc-.z-nt) of the 226 L"\jured children wi.th one or
more Of these di~gnoses ~~d a di~gnosis of alcoholism, pres~~ably
fetal alcohol s~~dro~. Apparently children vith such a diagnosis
are frequently se~~ for multiple problems and are at a high riSk
. of L~jury. About ?i per~nt of ~he mal9 chiljren ~itho~e or more
of the specified diagnoses was ~een for an injury within a year
and 57 percent of ~he fenale children with one of the diagnoses
vas SUbsequently aeen fO~ an inj~ry. The data are not speci!ic
enough to indicate vaether the injury is bec6use o! L~pairment or
stress in the child or because o! a p&rental pz"oble::..
It should be e~phasized that the vast majority (89 percent)
of injured childre~ less than five years old did not have such a
diGgnosis. 7here!ore, total concentration of injury control
effort.s on the small !r'J.nori ty at especially high riSk ","ould
n~glect the bulk of the proble~. To the extent th~t progra~s
directed to red~C"ticn o~ ;naternal l".lcohol use are successful, the
injuries in their c~~ldr~~ rcight be reduced as ~~ll.
Anong older children and ~dults, fe~ diagnoses are predictive
those that. .::how so:r,e correlat.ion, r-uch as
result in tho~s~nds of false positives (injury
predicted but did not occur) and false negatives (injury not
predict<t,d, l;mt never-;.neless occurred). This conclusion is
temperej zO:"le'\(hat by the fact that the id~ntificl1tio.'l syste~"'lI 1."\
IHS records is not structured so that ~enbers of fa~ilies can be
id~nti:ied and studied as a ~"\it. It. is ccnceivablethat stress,
alcohol probl~~, ~nd the liku, ar~ seen in family ~e~~rs that
are not necessarily the persons at grGat~st rink of injury 1n the
situation. Given tlw 10\1 degree o~ association o! injury lIrith
other prior diagnos~:., it is doubtful thi!lt lin;~age of records o!
?ersons vithin the sa~e household would improve projictcbility
enough to j~s~ify the establis~~nt cf 8 reco~d monitoring
of

i:'lju.r}'~ U$e of
alcoholis~, ~ould

GysteT:l.

Clinicians in IHS should be alert.ed to the !;act t.hat young
children ~ith the specified diagnoses are at high ris~ of injury.
Given the s)~dror.:e of freque-ntly overl~pping diagnoses, these
fn~ilies are no doubt ~~ll kno~~ to a variety of clinical
personnal. P&r:·.a~s o-.;tri:;?ach \;orkerS and/or '\'isi ting nurses could
be a.lert to household hazards and i:\t~e:,~pt to pers~~de the ~al':',ily
to ~odi~y the~. Given the large nur~r of inj~ed persons .ithout
the specified diagnoses, this ef:ort should not be the pritr~ry
~ocus of the ere progra~.
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PRE:.!~!!~~.\P.y

ASSESS!1E!::- or 7r!E cc~~~..r:\!TY INJ'~'RY
OF' T~E r:mIA.~ HEJ.LTH SERVICE

CO~:':'ROt

PRO::;R;\..~~S

In resoonse to the kno~ledge of high in~ury rates c~ong
Native A~ericans. th~ Indi~~ Health service began progrd~
plannL~J for an injUl: prev~~tiDn program in 1961. The
envi1"C!~nt.i'.l heal t.h progra~, \.o'aS g1 "en primary rezponsibili ty for
this effort. The e:wironn'leo:ttBl health officer in e'l.'!ch 6'~rvice
unit \w'71S i:lsi<ed to fo%'T.\ a COIT'.r.lunitr Injury Control Co:r,~.itt~
(CrC). ::)~se com.-nitte~~ were interdisciplinary. includin;;l
clinical ~rsonne! ~~d repres0~tati,~s of the co~~~ity. 7he
co:n:"..ittee's task vas to set pr10ritiec and dGvelop prc;gra~ for
injur}' pr~"ention and severity reduction.
Actual ~=tivities and th~ target injuries tovard v~ich those
activities vere directed have varied ~idely among service units
in e&c~ year ~nd ~ro~ year to yea4• The primal!· activiti~ have
focus~1 en tr3inin~ individuals to avoid ha:ards or to treat
injuries vith first aid or cardiopulmonary rescuitati~ (CPR).
but ~orc rece~G activities have included sale or rental of c~~lj
restra~ts L~ ~any s0rvice ~~its and the distribution o! S~OKe
detectors. fire extinguishers. anj friction strips for bathtubs
in a :e.. C~i~ey cleaning equipment is available for loan in one
or t,,"O se:"Vi~ units.

~~ile

it is early to assess the long range ~,pact of
~
rates a~ng the !;ative
of ~idely variej
8ctiviti~s. it is possible to measure ~~e correlati~~ 0: lev~ls /
of activity clirect~d at speci!ic injuries and thechan~es in
those s~ci!ic injury rates a~ong service units. Th~ p~rpose of
this r~~ort is to present this preli~nary analysis.

co~~~~ity injur:" c~~trol on t~e injurv
A-~rican population, ~!ter three years

7.~ zets of data were requirad for the analysis
injury
fre~uenc~r o.."td severity a.~d injury control activity. ~'!ortality
data llt't" nCit yet available from the ?:ational Center tor HElllllth
Statistics !or the years 198)-84. Therefore, it ~~s t~oug~t that
too little L~!o~ation ~~s available to correlate activity to

r~rtali~y rn~es. D~ta on hospit~lizations !or inju~ry and clinic

visits for injury for the years 1980-1994 yare
co..'1lputar tc.::--.es by the Indian Health Service.

pro~ided ~~

To ~SSgS$ ~ctivitiesf each enviro~~ntal health of!ic~r at
area lE'~lvas contacted and sent forr-s requesting detailed
llctivit.y r~·;:~rt.s !or each service unit. T:'~se foIT.\S ""ere
patterned a~t~r the activit.y r~ports required of the local
en~iro~ental hQalth officers le"ith a !ev additi~al details. The
fO~3 inclu1~ n~~~~r of p~rsons trnined in particular aspects o~
inju~y pre....e."'ltion or e:':\ergency first ai.d lind CPR, as ....ell as t.h~
nU::lber o! leans or disl:ributions of s:'.Ifetr equip~nt.
~~e
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Estimated population size in each service unit during each
year, 19SC-1984. was provided by the Indian Health Service, based
on the 1980 census, and adjusted in subsequent yea~s by adding
births and su~tracting deatl~. Visit rates for each specific
major type of injury vere calcula~ed per hundred population and
hospitalizations per h\U1dred population were calculated for each
sel~ice unit vith a population greater than 2000 in 1980. Service
units serving smaller populations ~ere excluded to avoid
excess! ve v<~riat.ic:."l attrikmtable to sr.tall fi\l."l1.bers in statistical
tests. Inju~r control activi~ies per hundred populati.on for
each type of activity in eac~ service unit were calculated for
the years 1982-1964.
t

Despite the li.Y"I\it on population size of the service units
included, exa~ination of the year-to-year injury rates indicated
some instability i~ many service units, as woUld be expected in
relatively small populatio~s. To reduce the instability for
statistical analysis, the 1980-81 rates vere combined and the
1983-84 rates vere combined. The 19S0-81 rate was subtracted from
the 1983-84 rate in each service unit to obtain the change that
occurred from before to after the increase in injury control
activities. This change in each specific type of injury was
correlated to the cumulation of relevant ele activity per
population directed at that specific type of injury during 1982
84. Data en activities prior to 1982 ~~re incomplete for too many
service units and were therefore not included.
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For each major injury type, a mUltiple regression model was
used to assess the correlation of eacb activity, controlling
statisticallY for the others. The regression coefficients provide
an estimate of the impact of a given activity on injury rates.
The general form of. the model is:
C =a+b A +b A +.&.+e
1
1 1 2 2
~cr.~~ge L~

W}lere e

injury rate j from 1980-81 to 1983-84

j
A =S~~

of injury activity rate i from 1982-1984

i

b =regrcssion coefficient indicating incr~ase (if
i positive) or cl~crease (if negative) L~ percent
injured per change in activity
e=residual variation
As shall be noted in the discussion~ the most frequently
reported cause of injury L~ clinic visits was "other". During
visits to several service units r it was noted that some clinic
personnel us~ this cQtegor~y without bothering to obtain
information or fill ~ the boxes indicating more precise causes.
Also, thE' Ci.1~.(!gories for indicating cause available on clinic
report (AFC) fOrr:l3 contain s~veral ambiguities. Thus, results
regarding clinic visits 3hould b~ viewed with substantial
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scepticism. In the case of hospitalizations, cause is coded by
the International Classification of Diseases E codes which are
reasonably reflective of specific types Of injury. Therefore~ far
more credence ahould be giv0n the results regarding
hospitalizations.
Results
Usable data were available from 54 service units based on the
population size criteria w~d return of activity reports. Two
large areas containing several service units each did not return
reports and are excluded both from s~~ry statistics and
regression analyses.
Crnrumunity Injury Control Activities. The average activities
per hundred population during 19S2-19S4 are indicated in Table 2.
It is not known to what extent different people were trained in
different aspects of safety or the extent to which there is
overlap, that is, a few people traL~ed in several courses. Since
a small proportion of the total population was trained or had
receiVed safety equipment, one woUld n~t expect a large effect on
injlUY rates during this startup period. To the extent that the
principles learned are transferred L~forrnally to others, or these
trained in first aid ~~d CPR are available to several people who
might need them, the ef~ect could be greater than these numbers
suggestQ
Table 2. Average Yearly Community Injury COntrol Activities
and Total Per Hllndred Pooulati~~, 1982-1984, in 54 Service
Units of the Indian Health Service

~\.~

General Safety Training
Motor Vehicle Safety Training
(excluding Deiansive Driving)
Defensive Driving
Recreation-Safety Training
OCcupatimlal Safety Training
Poison Prevention Training
W~ter Safety TraL~ing
Fire Safety Training
Gun Safety Training
Extreme Temperature Training
First Aid Traini~g
CPR Training
Cultural Identity and Stress
Child Restraint Distribution
Smoke Detector Distribution
Fire Extinguisher Distribution

1982
1.1

1983
2.2

1984
2.5

0.6
0.2
0.6
0.2
0.3
1.0
0.6
2.2
1.0
0.6
1.1
0.7
0.2
0.1
0.1

2.0
1.2
2.0
1.1
0.3
1.8
0.3
3.9
0.1
0.8
1.0
0.5
0.4
0.1
0.1

1.1
0.6
3.9
0.5
0.2
1.2
0.1
4.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.7
0.5

O.B
0.2

Total
5."8

3.7
2.0

6.5
1.8
0.7
4.0
1.0
10.3
1.4
1.7
2.4
1.9
1.1
1.0
0.4

In addition, a few friction slip kits for bath tlJbs and chir.-.ne;·
cleaning kits were used, but these were less that o. :i. percent
of the population.
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Hospitalizations. The average hospitalization rates per
population in 54 service units for each year are
~resented in Figure 1. Substantial redu~tions in hospitalizations
for falls, motor vehicle ~nd assault injuries oc~~rred fro~ 1980
to 1984. Only slight decreases were found in the other major
causes of injury hospitalizations -- suicide attempts, poisoning,
r.uts or piercing, ~~d fire or smoke.

h~~dred

Table 3 presents the results of the regression analysis of
hospitalizations associated with fall injuries. Several
activities are associated, but not all in a favorable direction.
Tha ~ctivities associated with decreased hos?italizations for
falls ir::.clude percent of the popu).ation trained in ga.·u~ral
safety, recreational safety, and first aid during 1982-84.
However, the coefficients for occupational safety traini~g and
CPR are positive, indicating that fall hospitalizations increased
(or declined less ~h~l expected) in service units with greater
amounts of such training. The coefficients for the other
activities listed, training in cultural identity and stress
managa~nt and distribution of friction slips, are in the -right
directioo, but are well vithin the range of random fluctuations
in sar.'1:>les of this sizer that is, they are not large enough to be
considered statistically reliable. The R squared of 0.35
indicates that about 35 percent of the variation in changes in
fall L~jury rates can be attributed to factors in the model. Much
variatioo remains unexplained.

Table 3. Regression Analysis of Change in Hospitalizations fer
Fall Injuries r 1980-81 to 1983-84, in Relation to
Injury Control Activities L~ 54 Service Units of the
Indian Health Service.
Regression
Coefficient

Activity
General Safety Training
Recreati~~ Safety Training
Occupational Safety Training
First Aid Training
CPR Training
Cultural Identity and Stress
Friction Slips

-0.02
-0.01
0.03

-O.Cft
0,,04
-0.03

-0.21

t

-1.56

P
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.13

-1.26

0.21

-2.29
-2.18
2.34
-2.55
3.25

R Squared= 0.35

The associati~~ of hospitalizations for motor vehicle
injuries and possibly relevant crc activities are presented in
Table 4. None of the coafficients are statistically significant
and the variance explai."leci is a very low, only 7 perce.'lt.
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Table 4. Regression Analysis Of the Association of Injury
Control Activity Per Hundred Population and Changes
in Hospitalizations Per iiunc1red Population
for Motor Vehicle Injuries, 1980-81 to 1983-84, in
54 Service Units of "the Indian Health Service
Regression
Activity
Coeficient
Motor Vehicle Safety Training
-0.02
D~fensive Driving
-0.01
Ganeral SUfety Training
0.00
First Aicl Training
0.00
CPR Training
0.00
Culture Identity ~~d Stress
0.00
Child RestraL~t Distribution
0.01

t
-1.47
-0.67
0.22
0.22
0.08
-0.14
0.20

P
0.15
0.51
0.83
0.83
0.94
0.89
0.84

R Squared:: 0.07

The regressi~~ results for hospitalizations resulting from
assaults are presented in Table 5. None of the activities
possiblY relevant to reduction of the incidence or severity of
~~ese ~njuries is statistically significant by usually accepted
standards. The vari.ation explained is quite low, only 3 percent.
Table 5. Regression Analysis of Change in Hospitalizations
for Assault in Relation to Injury Control
Activities of 54 Service Units of the Indian Health
Service, 19B0-81 to 1983-84.
Regressio:l
Coeficicnt

Activity
General Safety Tr~ining
Gun Safety Trai..... ing
First Aid Training
CPR Training
Cultural Identity and Stress

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
-0.02

t

0.11
0.34
0.03
0.46
-0.90

P
0.91
0.74
0.98
0.65
0.37

R Squared= 0.03

Change in diagnosed suicide attempts that resulted in
hospitalization is anal}~ed in relation to L~jury control
acti~ies in Table 6. The only coefficients that are
statistically significant are those for training in poison
prevention, and fire safety. While a decrease in suicide attempts
occurred in areas \:h<?re fire safety training vas more frequent,
the direction of tha coefficient on poison prevention indicates
incre~5ed suicide att~pts in service units where training in
poison prevention occurred. About 23 per~nt of the variance is
explained by the rnod21.
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Analysis Of Injury Control Activities in
Units of The Indian Health Service Related
in Hospitalizations for Atte..'Upted Suic-ide,
1963-84.

Regression
Coefficient

Activity
General Safety Training
Poison Prevention Training
Fire Safety Training
Gun Safety Training
First Aid Training
CPR 'fraining
Cultural Identity and Stress

0.00
0.08
-0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0 .. 00

t
-0.63
2.66
-2.41
0.26

-0.37
0.48

-0.36

P
0.53

0.01
0.02

0.79
0.71
0.63
0.71

R Sguared=0.23

Changes in hospitalizations for poisoning vere n~t
signific-antly related to relevant control activities. The
regression analysis is presented in Table 7. About 5 parcent of
the variation is accounted for by the activities 1n the model.
Table 7. Regression Analysis of Change in Hospitalizations for
Poisoning, 1980-81 to 1984-84, in Relation to Injury
Control Activities in 54 Se~'ice units of the Indian
Health service.
Regression
Coefficient

Activity
General Safety Training
Poison Preventi~~ Training
First Aid Training
CPR Training
Cultural Identity and Stress

0.00
0.02

0.00
0.01

-0.01

t
-0.70
0.63

P
0.48
0.53

-0.26
0.59
-1.15

0.56
0.26

0.79

R Squared= 0.05
As seen in ~ble 9, none of the relO!~nt erc &ctiv~ti~s is
correlated significantly with changes in hospitalizations due to
wounds from cutting and piercing objects. About. 11 percent of the
variation is explained in this model •

.
!.
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Table 8. Regrest;ion Analysis of Change in Hospitalizations
Due to :njury from Cutting or Piercing Objects,
1980-Bl to 1983-84, in Relation to Injury Control
Activities e.f 54 Service Units of the Indian Health
Service

Regression
CQ2fficient
0.00
0.00

.hctivi 'cy
Gen'?raJ. safety Training'
Recreation Safoty Training
Occnp.,tional S3fet:y Trair.ing
First Aid Truu~ing
CPR '1'raining
Cultural Identity and Stress

0.01

-0.01
0.00
0.00

t

'I

P

-0.04

0.97

-1.25

0.22
0.17
0.16
0.60

1.40
-1.36
0.53
-0.57

0.57

R Squared: 0.11

Table 9 presents the regression analysis of change in
hospitalizations related to fire a~d smoke. The model explains
only about 6 percent of the variation, and no one of the single
pro;ram activities is correlated to a stati3ticallY significant
degree with the change in hospitalization rates.
Table 9. Regression Analysis of Change in Hospitalizations Frorn
Fire and S~o~e InjurYt 1980-81 to 1983-84, in Relation
to Injury Control .\cti.vities in 54 Service Areas of
the Indian Health Service
Regressio:l
Coefficient

Activity
General Safety Training
Fir~ Safety Truining
Fir~t aid T=-aining
CPR '1'::-",ining
CuIt.ural Identity anl1 Stress
S::no}:e Detectors
Fire Ext.ing1lisherG

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.01

t

-1.18
0,,67
-0.72
0.49
-0.39
0.53
0.76

P

0.24
0.50
0.47
0.62
0.70
0.60
0.45

R Squared: 0.06
Clinic Visits. The average Clinic visits p~r h~~dred
population in ~ach year for the rno3t frequent categories of cause
Ch2Cl:cd in clinic visit.s are presented in Figure 2. lIS aoted
previously, (l lurge proportion of the causes of injury were
in.cH.c;;:tcd ....s "other", vi1ryi.ng from a high of 11 per hundred
popuJ.;;;tion in 1980 -to 7 p2r hundred population in 1984 with no
apparent increaG~ in the other causal groupings. This could
represent in~=eased ac~\r~cy of reporting, rosulting in seme
cases t.h<::;t \loUl.d have been reDer-ted a5 "other" at t.,;'e turn of the
oQcada now b~ing reported l.mder tht.dr ~,pecificd categories. To
the extG'nt t.hut this mioht. n7lve occurred in service u.."'l.its lll'i th
more i.'.ctive ere committoes, ~:ho may have inclu0.cd more accurate
reporting as a goal, the correlatio~s of activities and clinic
visits for injuri:es 1olould be spurious.
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The regression analyses of the change in t.~e specific injury
groupings indicated o:l1y t ...'O statisticaLl..y significan~
correlations. Tr,~ning in motor vehicle safety was associated
with increased incidence of Clinic visits for notor vehicle
related injury. Training in fire safety ~~s associated ~ith a
uecli;-te in Clinic visits for suicide at.t.e.'Tipts, sirnilarto the
finding \:ith respect t.o hospitalizations. Othf~n:isii!, th~re '-'las no
Gignificant correlation bet~een specific nc~ivities ~~d clinic
vi~its for specific injuries that those nctivities could be
cxr>ected t.O llffect (tables not shown).

Discussion
This a.... alysls suggests that some of t.he reduction in
rates tor injuries tha': occurred during the 1982
1994 period in service units of th~ Indian Sealth Service can
very likely be a~tributed to specific injury control activities.
Reductions in hospitalizll.tions for falls are associat.~d \lith
training in general safety, recrentionnl s~fety, and first aid.
The t~o other types of injuries vith the gre~test declines in
hospitalizatio~s, motor vehicles and assaults, vere not
associated ~ith speci=ic activities. Less of a trend has seen in
other types 0= injury ~nd there ~ere few correlations ~ith L~jury
control activity. Eospit~lizatiQns for suicide att~.pts declined
more in service units ¥ith greater fire sa!ety traL~ing.
hospitali~ation

The =act that other activities are not signi~icantly
associated vith injury reductions cannot be taken as conclusive
evidence that they are totally ineffective. The analysis is not
refined to the extent. that it is po!;sible to link persons ".ith
particular training or safety cquipmo~t with 0>~osure to hazard
in such 11 vay as to sa~' t.hat ~p3cif ic exposures cnuse less harm
vhen th~~ person is b~tter trained or equippe-d. 'l'here is evidence
from car~fully controlled studies that training in ~Ot04 vehicle
safety and defensive driving 00£$ not reduce individ~~l risk of
injuries, and· injuries are increased fro:n training t.,-:~'nagers in
high school to drive. '!'h~ lack of correlrtticn vith h6Spi·~.al
iZl!ltions here is, t..'1erefore, not unexpec:t('!d. The c-crn'!!l«t.ilm of
increased clinic visits for motor vehicle injury ...· ith r::otor
vehicle safety training could b~ a causal ef~~ct if that training
is resulting in greater u~e Of vehicles by yo~~g ~enple.
~be increase in hospi~alizations associated ¥ith traL~ing in
poison prevention could ~lso be c~usal. ~ore detailej o~ta on
vh~th~r pni~ons ~ere used in ~h~ suicid~ attcnpts ~~uld be
necessary to dray a stronger conclusi~~. The associati~~ of
increased fall injuries t:ith occupational safety and CPR training
is pUZZling. It is conceivable that these ~~uld ~ake people
overly contident, but no good e."Cperi~ntal evidence € Y .ists to
support such a hypothesis.
So~e

of the lack of

findih~

effects could be due to the

rari~y of the outco~~~ or the activities. For exa~pl~, use of

cnild r~straints is }~o~~ to redcce injury to ~h:ldre~. The
hospitalization rate ~or veniclc occupant inj\tries to children
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less than five years old was less than one tenth of one percent
per year, however. Therefore, the effect of child restraints
would not be detectable in this analysis.

it

The reader snould not be misled into thinking that all the
reduction in hospitalizations resulted from the significantly
correlated injury c~ntrol activities. From 1980 through 1984,
hospitalizations for motor vehicle injuries fell 41 perc~~t while
those troln assault and falls each fell 35 percent. With only
a fe.... percent of the population t"..r.ained in relevant correlated
activities. th~se activities could account. for only a fraction of
the observed reductions in hospitalizations.

It 1s pos:;ible that some activities vere better conducted or
better targeted to the most ~nerable populations in individual
service units, but that the effects would not show up in an
aggregate analysis. It is likely that other favorable trends have
had a substantial effect. For example, motor vehicle safety
standards reduce injury and preregulation vehicles were being
junked at an t\ccclerating rate during the 19805. Improved
housing, changes in use of alcohol, and the like, could be
factors in part of the reductions in falls and assaults. Although
these rates declined in the same period, the declines among them
are not highly correlated among service units. In other vords, a
service unit th~t had a large decline in hospitalizations for
falls did not necessarily have a decline in motor vehicle or
assault cases. This lack of correlation suggests that some
~~easured activity, such as alcohol progra~ or improved
emergency medical services, does not account for a great deal of
the seeming par.allel declines in hospitalizations for falls,
motor. vehicle injuries a."ld assaults, seen in the averages for all
service units.
Some injury control activities in specific communities not
specifically initiated by the co~~ttees may also be a factor •
. For ttxample, in one t:ervice u.nit visited during the course of
this study, a f~~ce along a road to keep animals from wandering
onto the rond had be~l constructed by the state after a la....suit
regarding L~jury in a vehicle that str~ck a horse in the road.
Docu.mentation of all the factors that could ha\re affect.ed the
injury rates vas beyond the scope of this investigation, if such
docw~tation is indeed possible from existing records.
If the effect on Clinic visits of specific injury control
neaeures is to be documented in the future, the specific causes
~ust be accurately recorded on APe forms at ~le time of the
Clinic visit. lnllle the reducti~~ in Clinic visits classified as
·other· by cause could have been at least partially the result of
CIC program acti.vities, the large proportion attributed to
e~th~r· causes vhen filling out APe forms renders ~~e data too
crude for credible analysis.
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RECO!{''1EfJDATI O!"\S
"~ile so~e success 0: injury control activities can be
inferred fro::: the prelh:.inary evaluation, it is evident that more
precise targ=ting o! activities toward specific causal factors is
needed. At the current rate of training a fe. percent of the
pop~lotion annually on a wide range of as~~ts of t~e injury
proble~, it would r~quire more than a generation to reac~ th~
eY~sti~lg POlOule:tion. By that time a. new, untrained generation
~~uld have been born and gro~~ up. ~e do not believe an injury
control progJ:'i!l::'l that is not targeted to expus'.lre to specific
hazards c~n have r.ore than a mar~Ral ef~ect on the proble~.
Al~o, the fr~~uenC1P o! activities directed tovard certain
categories of injuries (p. 32) is not ~s reflective 0: the
frequency of the injuries (p. 34) in the population as it ~~ght
be. ~ore i~portantly, it ~s necessary to understand in mo~e
detail the circur.stances of particular types of injur~es in local
service units for the erc comr.~ttees to choose ~ore rationally
those activities to pursue.

The most success~ul injury control e~forts historically have
been those that identified patterned characteristics o~
distribution of the types of energy that da~ages, and the .ays in
\lhich that energ)p reaches the individuals injured. \\:'ben these
=actors are identi~ied, means to control the energy and/or its
delivery to the host cnn be specified and at~empted ~here
feasible.
Some exa~ples of successes using this approach ~ollow, not
necessarily because ve expect these speci~ic proble~s to be found
among Native &~ericans, but to illustrate the use of this
llpproach. In the l:ineteent.h Century, railroad \lorkers nad a very
high injury rate ~cause of the dependence on time tables to
avoid collisions o! trains on the same tr,ck, lack of ~~i~orm
braking of nll cars, and the flexible chains used in joining
cars. The adoption of automatic signaling syste~s, automatic
uniform braking systems, and auto~~tic coupling systenls ~~s
associated vi~~ an 80 parcent reduction in rail worker fatalities
from 1890 to 1920 (svaim, 1980). Deaths of children from
ingest1onof aspirin declined 80 percent from 1965 to 1975 in
association ~ith the introduction of aspirin containers that
children could not open easily (Done, 1978). Emergency roon
visits for crir~related injuries declined 44 percent and dea~~s
were reduced 34 percent in association ~ith v~rnings regarding
vidth of slats that had previously been found associated vith
most of the crib-relat2d injuries (Office of Strategic planning,
1979). Hotor vehicle occupant fatalities per mile tra'~lled vere
reduced about 40 percent and some reductions occurred in
collisions of motor vehicles ~ith pedestrians and bicyclists in
association ~ith standards fer motor vehiCle crashvorthiness,
brake perforn~nce and visibility (Robertson, 1981). In New York
City, detailed investigation of children's deaths from falls
discovered that the vast majority occurred ~hen the child cra~led
out a window 0: a mUltistoried building. A proryrarn by the health
de?arL~ent to varn parents in high riSK areas and distribution of
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barriers to be placed over the windows result~d in a decline in
fatal falls. ~~~n the barciers were reauired on vindoY$ of all
high rise buildings, fatal f~lls of children from such huildings
declined 90 percent from the preintervention rates. (Bergner,
1962) •

The co~on theme in these success stories is that the
ameliorative. strategy was directed at some aspect of an injury
proble~ tr~~ tnlS ~~o~~ to ~ a critical point in the causal
pattern. Children ~4Y cravlout of windows while their parents
are away, argu~ng. depressed. drunk. or sim91y turning their
backs for a few rno~nts to attend t.o another child. If th.e health
depar~~nt had focused ita efforts toward chsnging th~ full range
of such a variety of social and behavioral factors. it "OUld have
doubtless been less successful. In all of the noted
circumstances. as vell as others, Ule crawling child is protected
from a fallout the vindo~ by the barrier.
One criterion for good applied research is that one kno.~
when the research is undertaken what actions one would ta!~e given
the possible alternative results. We believe that thll!
specification of factors that cnn be changed to reduce incidence
and severity of injuries of Native Ar.~ricans should, initially at
least, concentrate on idGntification Of types of energy that
injures. and the circumstances that resulted in that en~rgy
accumulating to greater or less than the human tolerance level in
proximity to the person injured. If and when the means of
modifying psychosocial factors that result in greater eA~osure to
d~aging energy are developed. investigation of the contribution
of those factors would be appropriate. with exception of the
study of patterns in Clinic visits prior to injury noted above,
at present, speci!ication of the contribution of such factors
yoUld probably not lead to effective 8n13lioration.
As is evident from ·the literature, the primary forms of
energy that increase fatal injuries per capita among N&tive
Americans abOve the national average are mechanical anergy
generated by moving rootor ,~hicles, lack Of oxidation ae~quate to
provide tha organimn necessary energy in Qrcwnings, ana helJ>t and
toxic gases in fires, a3 well as assault t~~~rd nelf and others.
The hospitalization data exlllllined in the evaluation section (p.
34) indicates that falls, poisons, and cutting or piercing
objects are also important aerious, but nonf&tal, ll~juries. We do
not know enough detail about these incidents a.-nang Nath--e
Americans to specify the exact reductions that ~~uld occur from
interventions at particular points in the injury process. It is
also likely that specification of detailed patterns of
circumstances of the more common severe injuries would result in
discovery of nodes' in the injury process where intervention is
most feasible.

Without data on the extent of specific hazard involv~ent in
the actual L~jury ~rienca of Native ~~~ricans, we cannot
reco~~nd a ranking of the causal factors at this point. For
example, va doubt that many vehicle crashes of Native American
42
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drivers occur at intersections with lighted signals, given the
loy density of vehicles in the remote rural areas .here many
Native Ar..ericans live, but vithout data 0."1 the nature of the
sites where severe crashes occur, ve cannot be sure that the
. timing of intersection lights is not a major factor.
In the case of motor vehicle fatalities, detailed data are
gathered nationally, but ~~ere'areno identifiers of race in the
data. An attempt vas made to match the fatal crash file to the
vital statistics file in counties that have substantial
concentrations o! Native Ar..ericans, using age, sex, L~d date of
crash to identify those crashes in which Native ~~ricans vere
involved. Thiu proved iMpossible beClJius(t too many people die on a

different day from the d~y of the crash, and apparently often not
in the same county. Thus, there were teo l:I.ZU1y embiguities in the
matching to have confidence in the resUlts.
To provide detail on the circumstances of severe injuries for
purpose of better targeting activities to the vehicles and agents
that contribute to severe injuries in specific populations, ve
reco~~nd a supple~nt to the current data gathering faros to
reflect more specific in!oroation that would be useful in choice
of countermeasures. We have developed forms for this purpose and
pretested th~~ on nine cases during field visits to IHS service
units. Each major type of injury requires a form for that type.
One of the potential users of the torms suggested that the form
for each injury be of a different color to facilitate their use.
The 10;;1c be~nd the information to be gathered shoUld be
obvious. It ~Kes no sense to distribute friction strips for
bathtubs if the r~jor bulK of fall injuries are occurring on icy
porches. In the c~se of motor vehicles, the countermeasures are
very different depending on whether the injury vas to a vehicle
occupant in eo crash vi th a tree, a vehicle occupant in & headon
crash, a vehicle occupant in an intersecti~~ crash, a pedestrian
struck on an open road at night, a pedestrian crossing at an
intersection, etc. Although the current data gllthered by IItS is
superior to that a,~ilablo in most conmnmities, it does not
provide the detail necessary to cheose very epecific
coWltermeasures.

We suggest that these fo~~ be used for recording
information only en ZQvere injuries -- for example, all deaths,
all hospitalizations, and ambulatory C~6es vhere there yere
fractures or loss of consciousness. Using the more detailed
information, the injury control eo:mni tteas can make more reasont'ld
choices of counterr~asureB and 6peci~y the populations and
locations where ~~ey are most needed. For ex~ple, a s1cple pin
map of the motor vehicle cases with different colored pins for
specific types of crashes .~uld epecify sites vhere ameliorative
action is ~05t needed.

These supplementary forms are m~inly for the use of the local CIC
cotlmLittees, although IRS may wish to retain copies a."d code t.'1em
for d~~nting in greater detail the natur~ of the injury
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proble~ a~ong 6er~ice areas. If the local cre co~~ittees vill
cluster these reports by ty?es Of inju~" detailed location of
the person ..hen iujured, rr.eans "'hereby the inordinate ener~}"
reached the injured person, a!ld con.sider the t.en countermeasure
strategies noted in the literature revie~, a set of priorities
for co~~termeasures ~~at are feasible ~ith the resources
a,~ilable, or new resources justified by ~~e ~~lysis, should be
more easily d~veloped.

Specific patterns o~ injuries may suggest reasonable
interventions other than those ~~at have been stud1ed in the
past. Indeed, it vould be very useful !or the developing field of
injury control to have a vider range of counter~asures that are
studied as to effectiveness. Study of the effects of atteepted
use of speci!ic counter~~asures in a variety o!populAtions is
also use~ul to identify factors that are carriers to adoption of
the countermeasures. ~e knov that child restraints, seat belts,
smOKe detectors, etc. are effective ~henused. but t~at does not
~an that it is easy to persuade people to use th~ and Keep then
r:laintained, particularly in populations ,..ith 10~.i."1ccmes vnere
other proble~ ~ay &~em more press!ng*
The ~ost i~portant measure c! the ef~ec~iveness Of a 9iv~"1
pro~ra~ is a reduction in the injuries that vere the focus o~ the
progra~. Confidence that the pro~ra~ acco~"1ted for the reduction
is greotly enhanced if the reduction does not occ~: ir. a si~lar

population that did not haye the prograr.. Preferably, the
vould Oe-_Z1ssigned at rando."l to 60~ groups and not
others (the pure experi~ent), but t~at ~ay be unrealistic in IHS
given the relctive interests and enthusias~ of CIC personnel in
differing arees.
progrc:.~

Th& obvious study design of choice in this situation is the
so called quasi-experimental design, in Which epeci~ic types of
injury rates be?'o~ 'a."ld' after the ad:,)ption of countermeasures
against those ~pecific types of injuries are ~pared 3mong
groups that receivee tho countert'!'l@IlSw'. and those that did not.
This approach vill be limited in IRS in S~ cages because ~he
populations in Which counte~asures have been adopted are too
szall or unique to provide stable or ade~~te comparisons.
Nevert~eleas, as the cre pro~ra~ develop, ~~ opport~~ity to
study ~~e effectiveness of a variety of approaches is per~~ps
Wlprecedented.
The major task in preparing for these evaluation 9tudies is
the dOCU!'I\ention of ~he types o! interve:~ti~s, the level of
effort and population targeted, and the dates of the initiation
of the efforts as vell as ~ajor changes in the efforts and tne
tL~s of cessation. we have included on the proposed ~upple~ental
d~ta !o~s a place for reco~~nded actions ~.d Ii ~ollovup to see
if the actions ~ere taken. The primary purpose of t~is section is
to motivate th& co~~ttees to take action vhen a pattern of
particular types of hazard a~erge. That section cculd also be
used to supple:r,ent reporting of /!leotivi ty -":'or purpose of
evaluation.
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MOTOR VEHICLE INJURY -- Supple~ental Data
_ Age _
Sex: lL F__ Chart No.

Name

_

Severity:
fatal
hospitalized
ambulatory (fracture,
10ss conscIOUSness, only -- exclude others)
Service Unit
Date injured
Date treated
DirQc~ions to the site of the incident
----

Typez Single vehicle occupant __ Rollover _ Fixed object _
Animal in road

Both

Multiple vehicle occupant_ Frontal __ Side _ Rear
Motorcyclist __ Single Vehicle _ Multiple vehicle
Pedestrian _ Crossing intersection __ Crossing elsewhere
Walking a)~ng road
Vehicle came off road
Laying in road _ Other (What?
)
Bicyclist __ ~rossing intersection __ ~rossing elsevhere
On road parallel to traff~c
On road
-- _against
traffic
_
!-1otor
veh7'""'caI:le
off road
OthE:r (What?
_

=

Lighting: __ Daylight _

,/

Signals: _

Dark _

Dark but lighted __ Dawn or Dusk

None.,.,..,. Flashing Warnings _ Red-Yellow-Green _
Y~eld sign _
Otr.er (iIl.'hat?

sign __

C.ash Protection:

."

Child restraint

Seat belt

Roadway Jurisdiction: _

Tribe _

BlA __

Stop
)

Crash helmet

County __ State

~

Fed •

Site modification that might have prevented the injury or
aeverity (check all that apply):
__ No pass stripe
Roadside hazard removal
_ RuJnble strips
Signalized intersection
Median barrier
Reflectors on curve
Snow re;noval
_ Improve road skid resistance
__ separate pedestrian walkWay from road
__ Other (What?
)

=

=

Recommendation to appropriate authorities:
Action

Authori~t-y------------=D~a~t-e--------------

•

Followup date to see response to recommendation
_
Action tak~.n?
Date of repea t-e""d~r"'e-co-nu-me""'n-a"::"-a-t~ion-~(-'i":f~n"'e"'c"'e-s-s"a-r"'Y-)~-----FOllovup date on response to repeated recommendation
__
Final disposition
no action recommended
reco~~nded action taken
-- alternative action taken
-- reco~J;a~dation ignored
See reverse side for narrative
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FIRE

RE4~TED

INJURY -- Supplemental Data

Age
Sex
M
F Chart No.
Severity: __ fatal
hospitalized
ambulatory (loss -O-:f~-consciousness and/or immobilization only, exclude
others)
Service Unit
Date of injury
Date treated
Directions to·the site of the incident
--------

Name

Victim sleepingwhen fire began? _ y e s _

....

...

,

"

Place of fire:

horne

car __ other (What?

no

--------)

If home, nWt'.ber of door exits to the homa?

=

Location of the victim _

bedroom _
bathrooo

living room
kitchen

Other (Where?

Igni tio.~ or
heat origin:

)

__ cigarette _ cooking unit __ woodburning space
heater
kerosene space heater
other space
heater:: chimney __ electrical Wfring __ arson
household ~~ter
food or drink
: : other (What?

-------------)

Material first ignited:

chair or sofa
bed
loose papers
: : clothing on person _-Other clo~~g
house framing __ cooking grease
other (What?
)

If in a building, smoke detector installed?

yes
no
If yes, did detector give alarm?
yes
no __NA
Was a fire extinguisher available? ~ yes _ n o
If yes, was it used? _
yes
no _NA

.

.....

Modification that might have reduced injury or severity:
additional exit
smoke detector
batteries in
detector
fire extinguisher
sleep;[ng nearer exits
___ properTY installed C?oking unit _
properly installed
wood stove
properly ~stalled kerosene heater
___ cleaned"Chimney _
reduced hot vater te:nperature, _
less tip-prone food or drink container
_
other (What?
~
)
Recommended to appropriate authorities:
Authority
Date
Actio..'l recommended
-----

,

FollO~P date to see-if action taken
Date of repeated recommendation if ne-ce~s~s~a-r~y~---Disposition
no action
reco~~nded action
Other
See reverse side for narrative
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DRm-mING OR NEAR

DRO,,~ING

-- Supplemental Data

Name __________ Age _

Sex _._M _F

Chart

NOe

_

Severity:

fatal __ hospitalized __ ambUlatory (loss of
consciousness only -- exclude others)
Service Unit
Date injured
Date treated
Directions to site of the incident

Victim know how to swim? _

yes

_

no

Water temperature at time of the incident? _

=

Body of water involved:
bathtub
supervised beach
unsupervised beach
river nonbeach
lake nonbeach
ocean nonbeach __ irrigation ditch __drainage ditch
__ swimming poOl __ flood _ other ('h'ha t?
)
Watercraft involved:
none
motorboat
s~ilboat
surfsail
rowboat
canoe
motorized r~t __ nonmotorized
raft
other ("'''liat?
_)

=

Preventiye gear available: __ lifeline __ life jacket
floatL~g cushion
nonsinkable boat
fenced area
other (\o,l'hat?
--

)

Modi~ications ~~at

might have prevented the incident or reduced
severity:
__ lifeline __ life jacket __ floating cushion
nonsinkable boat
fenced off area
supervised swil!:.":dng area _ flood warning and
evacuation _ Other (What?
)

=

Recommendation to appropriate authorities:
Actio.'l
•
)
Authority
Date
Follovup date to see response to -r-ecom:--me-.-n-d""'a-t"'L"i-o-nDate of repeated recommendation (if necessary) - - - - 
Followup date on response to repeat recommendation
Final disposition
no action recor.~-nded
-----
- recom.:Mnoed action taken
: : alternative action taken
recommendation ignored

See reverse side for narrative
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INJURY FROM A FALL -- Supplemental Data
Name
Severity:

Age
Sex
M F Chart No.
fatal
ho~pitalized --=-ambUlatory (include only
~loss of consc~ousness or fracture)
.Service Unit
Date injured
Date treated
Directions to the site of the incident
-------

Type of fall:

same level

l'iUiber of feet

=>

different level (approximate

Same level location:
bathtub
other bathroOl:1
bedroOr.t
kitchen --- living room
basement
--attic
--- home yardsidewalk -street
-PUblic
building _
prIVate building-_
sport'S"""field _
other
(lfuere?
.
>_
not applicable
Different level location:
exterior stairs to house entrance
stairs to upper-floors
stairs to attic
--- stairs to basement
Stairs in public building
: : : stairs in private buIlding
home porch or landing
___ window
roof
tree
cliff or other dropoff
ladder
other (Where?
_)
Modification that might have preven~ed injury or severity:
___ skid strips in tub
skid strips on stairs
___ nonskid rug
nonskid shoes
handrail
snnw or ice clearance
soft carpet
: : : stair repa~r5
fence-Qr other barrier
___ sports cqu1.pment (w1Ult?
__ other (What?

G

)

)

Recommendation to appropriate authorities:
Action
~------------Authority
Date _ _~
_
Followup date to see response to rec~~~endation
__
Action taken? --::~
---,~"""",,_-,..~
_
Date of repeated recommendation lif necessary)
Follo~~p date on response to repeated recommendation
_
Final disposition
no action recommended
-- recommended action taken
-- alternative action taken
reconunendation ignored

=

Narrative on reverse side
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ASS~ULT

-- Supplemental Data

Age~ Sex _M _F Chart No.-:--:-_ _~
fatal
hospital~zed
~nbulatory (include only
~loss of consciousness or fracture)
Service Unit
Date injured
Date treated
Directi~~ to the site of the incident
-------

Name

Severity:

h~ere did ~~e assault occur?

home

other business

other house
elSewhere

Assailant relation to the injured?
spouse
___ ~other
child
sibling
___ other far.~ly
acquaintance

bar

father
other relative
stranger

unk."1own

Weapon used in the assault?
body (fists, feet, etc.)
gun
___ l~ife
other sharp object
blunt object
fire or heat
poison
other (h~at?

-)

=---

Apparent reason for the assault?
rage
illness
other (What?
Modi~icati~~

that

___
___
___
___
Reco~~ndation

robbery

mental
)

~ight prev~~ted
li~it n~~ber of

repeated injury or severity:
drinks purchasable in bars
metal detector at door of bar and refuse
service to those armed with gun or knife
do not allow bottles ~hat shatter as containers
for alcoholic beverages
provide lighting in high riSk area
arrest of the assailant
re..'nove assailant from the home
r~ove person assaulted from the home
other (~l1at?
)

to appropriate authorities:

Actio."'\
Autbority

Date
~__~--_
date to see response to reco~~ndation
Action taken?
-----
Date of repeated recommendation (if necessary)
FOllow~ date o~ response to repeated recommenda~io."'\
Final dispositi~"'\
no action reco~~ended
recommended action taken
alternative action taken
: : recommendation ignored
Foll~~

t

Narrative on reverse side
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